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Trinity Hosts
Larson,
O'Connor
Congressional
Debate

Last Call At
The View
BY D A N BERMAN

News Editor

BY O W E N TRIPP

Business Manager

Last Tuesday night, Trinity
provided the venue for one of
only two debates between 1st
District candidatesjohn Larson
(D), and Kevin O'Connor (R).
The two are competing for the
seat left open by Barbara
Kennelly's decision to run for
governor. Kennelly had held the
seat for nine consecutive terms.
The format of the debate was
akin to others of its type; a panel
comprising of Professors Diana
Evans, Kathy Curran, Mark Silk,
and Clyde McKee asked questions while Professor Mark
Franklin moderated. Franklin
devoted the main segment of
timeto the professors' questions,
but he opened up the final minutes to the concerns of the moderately-sized Washington Room
audience.
Each candidate opened his

Open trenches marked the entrance to Gallows Hill Bookstore
last week as workers strived to restore heat to campus.

ANDY SHEPARD

After Weeks Of Delay,
Heat Returns To Campus

functory kudos for the college
and its local initiatives. "Trinity,"
O'Connor stated, "is one of the
After three failed attempts, workers
few places that's doing anything were finally able to start the campus
for Hartford." Larson was nota- heating system on Friday evening withbly more ingratiating. "Trinity out another pipe bursting.
Since September 17, Plant Engineer
is making alliances... alliances
that are going to work for the Ezra Brown and Buildings and Grounds
city of Hartford.Trinity is mak- have been trying to get heat to the majority of the campus. "This is the first
ing the right moves."
' At times, the issues of the de- time in the six years I've been here that
bate were hard to discern. we've had this kind of a problem," said
Larson stood firmly with his Brown. "Not only is it unusual for the
party; as he asserted in his open- pipes to malfunction at all, it is exing remarks and later rein- tremely unusual that they would burst
forced, he doesn't feel like in three separate places."
The 75 year old pipes that comprise
"government is working on bethe heating system are originals of the
half of working families."
Under the aegis of his party's 1925 steam plant. The return pipes that
platform, Larson called for edu- bring water back to the plant for heatcational reform—in his words ing and steam pressurization have been
"schools that are second to rotting out for some time. In some secnone." He decried the dearth of tions, more than a foot of pipeline has
internet links in the household rotted away. These leaks in the pipelines
provide a wet atmosphere in the ground
see FACE OFF on page six
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the pipes, the rotted pipes blow out and
need to be replaced.
Because the pipes are shut down all
summer/starting them up again in the
fall is an act of sheer luck. If the pipes
blow out, then Buildings and Grounds
has to dig holes to find the blown-out
pipe and replace it. However, these repairs may only be temporary. "We may
do a w inter inspection of the entire pipe
system and wind up replacing everything next summer," said Brown.
. Regardless of whether the pipes are
replaced or not, steam heating will soon
be a thing of the past for Trinity. Bursting pipes will no longer be a problem
due to the long range plan for the campus which will convert all of Trinity
from steam heat to a hot water based
heating system. The use of the hot water system should ensure more reliable
heating and less headaches for Buildings
and Grounds.
Currently north campus, most of the
see HEATING on page nine
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n6tsget MssfedTFKtty soon you guys are not going to have anywhere to go."
As of yet, there is no indication what will fill
the space, or if the building will eventually be
demolished.
The other two commercial tenants, H&L Package Store and Trinity Barber Shop have not been
affected as of yet and will remain open.

The View is set to close \n January.

A

Reading Week Raid At Tap
23 at the Tap, and eight at- the
Cool Moose Cafe on Sisson AvNews Editor
enue.
• Hartford Police seized 13
Trinity students recently re- forms of suspected fake identiceived another reminder that fication during the raids.
drinking before the age of 21 is
Those arrested were released
illegal in Connecticut. 20 stu- later that night or the following
dents were arrested on October morning from police headquar16 at the Corner Tap Cafe on ters. A court date is set in HartNew Britain Avenue, and ford Superior Court for
charged with either possession November 30.
of liquor by a minor or misrepStudents charged with Proresentation of age. .
curing Liquor with a False IdenThe Tap was one of six bars tification were Anne Hutton '01,
targeted by Hartford Police that and Cory Warning '01. Charged
night on the suspicion that with Possession of Liquor by a
people under the legal drinking Minor were Michael Gorman
age of 21 were being served. '00, Franklin Hardy '00, Alex
Overall, 31 people were arrested, Kwok '00, Leigh-Ann Lopinto
BY D A N BERMAN

Schwartz review thrills audiences

The College View Cafe, a popular hangout for
some Trinity students, is expected to close inJanuary 1999.
The new owner of the building decided against'
renewing the lease on the space to View owner
and operator Marty Trial. The owner is actually
unknown at the, present time but is presumed to
be a firm based in Boston or Providence.
According to Trinity Assistant Vice President
for Community andGovernment Relations Eddie
Perez, Trinity is interested in the building, which
sits on the corner of Zion and Catherine Streets,
but is not the mystery buyer.
"There are about six or seven neighborhood
properties targeted for acquisition and development, and the View is one of them," said Perez.
"The neighborhood wants the college to do something on Zion."
The ownership of the building changed hands
earlier this year when a tax lien against the property was not resolved, added Perez. .
Trial, who has owned the View for 17-years, refused to elaborate on the nature Of the sale, but
hoped that the space will be put to good use for
Trinity students.
"Hopefully whatever comes in here will help
the kids at Trinity out," he said. "The main thing
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'00, James Wilkinson '00, Benjamin Cella '01, Sally Green '01,
Elizabeth Bon tempo '02, Brian
Fen wick'02, Alexander Fielder
'02, Lauren Goldfarb '02,
Michelle Kaplan '02, Anand
Kharidia '02, Adam McNulty
'02, Peter Rogers. '02, Sonja
Torkelson '02, Rohan Bhappu
'O2,andSalmaGaya'O2.
Dean of Students Mary Thomas and Assistant Dean Ann
Reuman have been meeting
with each of the students to get
theirpoint of view and determine what, if any, the school's
action will be. Students will
most likely be required to attend a six-hour alcohol educasee RAID on page e igh t
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"Trinity Days" Proposal Falls Short
Though Reading "Week has come and gone, heated debate continues over
the academic validity of this recess. With the faculty set to vote in early
November, the Curriculum Committee has submitted a proposal deserving
of much skepticism.
Abandoning Reading Week as it currently exists, the Curriculum Committee supports "Trinity Days" — a two-day hiatus (a Tuesday and Wednesday) iri October and February without regularly scheduled class periods: The
aim is twofold: midweek Trinity Days will prevent students from fleeing the
campus and provide time for "educational activities... and sustained work on
large-scale academic projects."
Despite laudable intentions, the plan is simply not feasible. First and foremost, what boils down to an extra weekend does not provide time for any
soft of "sustained work," whether it be in the lab, in the theater or on an independent project. Secondly, the Monday that precedes this break will assuredly be mistaken as a "Trinity Day" by those seeking a long weekend. After
all, the Curriculum Committee argues in the same proposal for a week-long
Thanksgiving break because classes held on the Monday and Tuesday prior
to Thanksgiving are "generally not very satisfactory for either students or
faculty." The report concludes that attendance is visibly low and students
are preoccupied. Coinciden tally, it is critical to note that an extended Thanksgiving recess (a subset of the Trinity Days proposal) in no way fosters the
increase in academic rigor that the Committee is attempting to achieve.
While some may argue that Reading Week is abused, it is a week that has
proven to be necessary for the serious student; Not only does it enable students to regain a solid academic footing, but it also provides them with the
opportunity to go above and beyond. It is during this hiatus that students
can meet with professors on a regular basis, spend hours in the lab researching, delve into theses or independent studies, pursue an internship or job,
study for the GRE's, or work on theatrical productions. Essentially, Reading
Week embodies the spirit of a liberal arts education.
Altering Reading Week, or the academic calendar itself, with the intention of keeping less-serious students on campus is a grave mistake. What's
next, having fewer classes to cater to those who are frequently absent?
The Trinity Tripod is published every Tuesday, excludingvacations, by the students of
Trinity College in Hartford, Connecticut.
The Tripod office is located in the basement of Jackson Dormitory.
Address all correspondences to: The Trinity Tripod, Trinity College #702582,
300 Summit Street, Hartford, CT 06106-3100.
Visit our website at www.trincoll.edu/info/pub_student/tripod.
Subscribe to The Tripod: $15for 11 issues (1 semester), $28for 22 issues (1 year),
$50for 44 issues (2 years), $90for 88 issues (4 years).
Business Office
Editor-in-Chief
FAX
(860)297-2584
(860)297-2583
(860) 297-5361
Letters to The Trini ty Tripod must be received by 5:00 PM on the Friday before publication. Letters should
be addressed to the Editor, not a particular individual. No unsigned or anonymous letters will be published.
However, names will be withheld at the author's request. The Tripod will not publish any letters deemed by
the editors to be an attack on an individual's character or personality. Otherwise, all opinions expressed
will be given a forum.
All letters are the sole responsibility of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the views or opinions of
The Tripod. The editors of The Tripod reserve the right to edit all letters for clarity or brevity.
Letters may be submitted via:
•CAMPUS MAIL; Box 702582'E-MAIL: tripod@mail.trincoll.edu
• CAMPUS NETWORK: General Resources/Docex/Tripod
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LETTERS T O THE EDITOR
One More for the Road
are still "white?" Male whiteness
today is more contested than ever
This letter is further comment on and the cultural signals are mixed
the debate over race and binge to say the least. Could it be that
drinking. Prof. Wade in his letter binge drinking is one of those
(September 29 edition of The Tri- means by which (male) whiteness
pod) already highlighted a crucial is constituted? Could it be that
flaw in Prof. Chatfield's argument binge drinking is a reaction to the
that fact that race does not exist as uncertainty of what it means to be
an objective biological category a white male? I don't want to specudoes not mean that it has not influ- late as to what the answers to these
questions might be, but I believe it
enced social relations.
The pernicious impact of the is a fair question.
This line of questioning has
concept has been exacerbated by
the fact that it has not been fixed in nothing to do with racial essentialits meaning, that it.is, in the words ism. To reduce binge drinking to a
of Stuart Hall, a floating signifier question of personal responsibility
which could be adapted, shaped overlooks the fact that it does not
and readapted to suit the needs of occur in isolation. Personal characthose intent on maintaining a strati- teristics may explain specific incidents of participation but they do
fied society.
I would like to go a bit further not address the phenomenon as a
along these lines and focus on the whole. Binge drinking on college
idea of whiteness. Although we campuses is a social affair and it ocwould like to think so, whiteness curs in a specific context and the
has not always had the same mean- context in the US clearly has a hising. What constituted whiteness tory of racism and is still characterwas very much subject to the ized by racial stratification.
struggles of different European im- Identities and identity formation
reflect and refract this context. If
migrant groups.
Obviously this struggle always social practices of identity formatook place against the background tion create whiteness as distinct
of blackness, that which one did not from blackness, would it be so
want to be, but its precise meaning strange to consider binge drinking
was always subject to change and as one of these practices?
I believe Prof. Euraque's original
depended on- the relative power of
these groups. The construction of point is still a valid one: What are
' whiteness is also always a gendered the implications of this phenomprocess in that whiteness for men enon for a college which aims to inhas clearly different meanings than crease diversity in all aspects of its
operations?
whiteness for women.
So what constitutes (male)
whiteness today? How does a guy Sincerely,
act "white?" What are the little pa- . Michael Niemann
rameters and unspoken guidelines Associate Professor of International
that reassure white men that they Studies
To the Editor:

Serial Killers; Not in West Virginia
dent body, faculty and administration at Trinity have a higher than
I have followed with interest the average propensity to produce serial
recent exchange of opinion in The killers. Of course, it could also mean
Tripod among Trinity faculty set by that the FBI hadn't caught the nonthe "binge drinking" column. Solely white male serial killers yet.
The agent making the presentain the interest of keeping the pot
boiling, I thought, as a parent, I tion was from West Virginia.
Rather, than race, he focused on the
might offer a contribution.
About ten yearsago, I attended a high IQ part of the profile. He said
seminar on serial killers given by an he went home to his wife and said,
agent with the FBI's Behavioral Sci- "Guess what, honey? Now 1 know
ence Unit. The profile of serial kill- why there are no serial killers in
ers that the FBI had assembled at West Virginia."
that point included the following
characteristics:
Sincerely,
Middle class white male with an
Scott Griffith
IQ above 125.
This suggests that the male stu- Parent '99, '02
To the Editor '

Exposes at the Checkout Line
To the Editor:

checkout counter but no discussion
at the serious centers of learning.
I am not into kinky sex, this Do I agree with Jen Dare? That is
" week, but 1 am troubled that we can- precisely what we should be debatnot talk about it. Why would The ing.
Tripod refuse to print an article
which examines the issue? Even the Sincerely,
New York Times printed the Starr
Report! But that document is not a Professor John Gettier
discussion - just an exposS. How Religion Department
like our culture: exposes at the

Good Riddance to Bad Rubbish
As the leaves on the trees wither and die, destined to fall to the
ground not with a bang, but with a whimper, so, too, goes The
View. Soon the winds will pass through the empty space previously occupied by a bar empty of any worth. The View may have
been around for a long time, but hardly earned a place in our
hearts. Maybe our livers. Below are reasons not to cry for Marty.
Marty

No more free shots in exchange for body shots, ladies.

Twelve-year-old alcoholics

It's okay to serve fresh- meat,
but middle school is where we
draw the line

Last call: January 15

You mean we have to wait till
January?
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OPINION

Freedom Of Speech Cannot
Exist A t Our Convenience
Political Correctness Acts as Reverse
BY IAN LANG

Opinion Editor
On Sunday, October 25 the
Anti-Defamation League took
out a full page advertisement in
The New York Times to protest
the decision by NBC's Meet The
Press to interview Minister
Louis Farrakhan on said program. Describing Farrakhan as
someone with, "an unrepentant
record of anti-Semitism and
hate targeting whites, gays, and
mainstream Black leaders," the
Anti-Defamation League stated
that the interview gave
Farrakhan,
"unwarranted
status...as a Black leader while
offering him the opportunity to
propogate his message of hate."
Farrakhan's stance however, is
precisely why he should be allowed to speak.
By attempting to suppress the
beliefs of people like Farrakhan
in the name of "moral responsibility," the Anti-Defamation
league has become the oppressor and F a r r a k h a n the oppressed. They have stated that
they
will
not
tolerate
Farrakhan's hatemongering but
have labeled it morally acceptable to limit his right to express
his view.
Our society is founded on the
belief that, "their shall be no
law...abridging the freedom of
speech, or of the press." (U.S.
Constitution, First Amendment) Traditionally this sentiment has been the hallmark of
our democracy, allowing people
to not only question the government but also to express their
beliefs regardless of how unpopular they may be.
Over time this belief has
served as a catalyst for social
change. A hundred years ago,
stating that Blacks were equal to
whites, or that homosexuality
was morally acceptable, would
have been met, I suspect, with
widespread condemnation. Today these beliefs have gained acceptance in the canon of
political correctness, though
obviously there is still a way to
go before true equality is
reached. This change can be at-

tributed primarily to the freedom people have had to expose
the prejudices of our society as
unsubstantiated and bigoted.
As these previously taboo
subjects have become acceptable a disturbing trend has begun to emerge. Instead of
allowing free speech to continue unabated, these so called
"liberals" have begun to use
their own sense of morality to
dictate speech.
Speech codes have been instituted throughout American
higher education in an effort to
promote a harmonious atmosphere. No longer is it acceptable to argue that "niggers are
inferior to whites," or that "faggots deserve to die." Instead we
must blindly adhere to the "politically correct" beliefs of our
time, criticizing them only at
the risk of being labelled close
minded or worse. In essence we
have become a society in which
in which people can claim that

Discrimination
their message out to the public.
It is only through hearing these
messages in open dialogue, that
people can make intelligent decisions relating to their own beliefs.
Though the messages of
"hate" that certain individuals
spout can be offensive, society
should make no effort to suppress them. . For example, prohibiting the free expression of
Nazi propaganda does not
make the ideas behind this belief system disappear. Instead if
merely forces them underground, and removes them from
public discourse. Here beneath
the surface they can fester and
often become more dangerous
than they would be if debated
openly.
Obviously there needs to be
some attempt to control the
medium by which these dissenting opinions reach the public. I am not arguing that the
New York Times should print a

No longer is it acceptable to argue that
"niggers are inferior to whites," or that
"faggotsdeserve to die." Instead we must
blindly adhere to the "politically correct"
they, "hate nobody except those
that hate."
However is this new sense of
moral righteousness truly beneficial? How can a movement
thai has resulted in college professors being fired for teaching
Shakespeare, or the banning of
literary classics such as Tom
Sawyer from school reading
lists be considered intellectually enlightening? Even New
York City has attempted to rid
Times Square of pornography
shops in favor of the family
message of Mickey Mouse and
his Disney friends.
By outlawing dissenting
opinion in this manner the new
moral norms become ho less
oppressive and close-minded
than their predecessors. Just
like civil rights leaders had the
right to preach their message of
equality, current day leaders
such as Farrakhan should be
given every opportunity to get

weekly porn section, only that
there should be a medium for
pornography, and other "offensive" subjects. Traditionally the
Supreme Court has ruled that,
yelling "f iie" in a crowded theater is illegal. However this ruling deals with safety concerns,
and is not tied to the content of
the message.
Not to allow offensive speech,
merely because it offends, is
nothing more than censorship.
Political correctness is no more
than a reversal of the violence
and prohibition of free thought
that it seeks to undermine. In
order for our democracy to
function effectively, all opinions
must be heard. In a perfect
world this issue would be mute,
but people are instead prone to
mistakes a n d misjudgment.
Only through open dialogue
can racism, sexism, and all
other forms of discrimination
be confronted and dealt with.
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The Politics Of Apathy Fail To
Promote True Activism
CHERYL GREENBERG

Associate Professor of History, Director of American Studies
1 had hoped to keep this a Monica-free zone. I had intended to
write about the importance of getting politically involved, about
the importance of decisions made all around you, every day, with
or without your input. I was going to write about how inaction
and cynicism help those who are actually making political decisions because they therefore face little opposition.
And 1 will write about those things, but I can't do it without coming back to Monica. We were already cynical when it came to politics v We had already learned that politicians can't be trusted, that
individuals can't make a difference, that Democrats and Republicans were more alike than they were different, so why bother? 1
think Monica and impeachment proceedings and grand jury videos have solidified those sentiments in a frightening way.
When I think of the legislation that didn't get passed because
the Congress and the President were all caught up in this mess I
feel sick. While we watched the President testify about oral sex in
the Oval Office, the campaign finance reform bill died. While we
debated the merits of taping your friend and turning those tapes
over to a prosecutor, the bill to protect patients rights against HMOs
died. Public transportation funds dry up, Americans are buying
bigger and bigger cars, while the hole in the ozone layer grows. We
have a surplus in the budget for the first time in decades and neither party is suggesting using some of that money to rebuild our
infrastructure, provide day care for poor working mothers, or replenish Legal Aid. As a nation we have become more racially segregated, but enforcement of civil rights laws has been weakened.
How can this happen? It's because virtually the only people politically active are precisely those corporations that benefit from such
decisions. Cynicism and apathy benefit those already in power.
(The Christian right recognizes this, and has begun organizing. Met
largely with apathy, they, too, enjoy some success, which is why
we see intensifying parochialism and fundamentalism within the
Republican party.)
I taught a first year seminar several years ago. In class I lamented
my students' political apathy. They insisted that they were politically active, and cited as their example that the day before they had
signed pre-printed postcards (conveniently placed on a table outside the dining hall) urging our senators to support a clean water
bill. I fear they are not alone in their narrow interpretation of political activity as voting or signing a petition. We lack good models
for protest. Another day, the class had a debate over the media's responsibility for "losing" the Vietnam war. A majority of my students - a majority! - argued that newspapers that spoke against a
war or even published information that might turn readers against
it, should be censored. When I pointed out the right to free speech,
they countered that the first amendment meant responsible speech.
What place was there for dissent, I asked? The opportunity to voice
dissent came every election day, they replied, when those who opposed the war could vote for an antiwar candidate. Otherwise, i
was inappropriate to question decisions arrived at by duly elected
officials. While these students represent one extreme, I think they
were typical in their lack of interest in, even distrust of, politica'
action. These days activism seems synonymous With radical extremism.
•• • .
Instead, complacency and narrowly defined self-interest dominate. And cynicism reigns — what can we do, anyway? This primary season I worked for Miles Rapoport. He was running for
Congress againstjohn Larson. Both Democrats, Larson represented
the Democratic machine while Rapoport's strength lay in his commitment to women, African Americans, and other victims of discrimination, to workers, to campaign finance reform and opening
the democratic process. Rapoport lost. What depressed me most
about that was that he lost in Hartford. Why would Hartford residents, overwhelmingly poor, ill served by current political leaders,
not support him? Because those residents didn't vote. The assumption that they couldn't make a difference caused them not to make
a difference.
We live in a time when the richest few control most of the wealth,
a time of growing inequity both in this country and between this
country and most of the rest of the world. We live in a time'where
life chances are overwhelmingly determined by income - which
the schools you go to, the connections you make, the opportunities
you receive, are drastically different if you are born to wealth or
poverty. We live in a time where rainforests are burned, species
disappear, children die of preventable illnesses. There are massa
cres of ethnic minorities, lynchings of African Americans and gays.
And yet we all look around and wonder, where are the great causes'
Actually, I think Clintongate could have a positive effect. It could
so anger and frustrate us that it galvanizes us into action. While
Congress debates impeachment, while Clinton squanders moral
and political capital on first pursuing and then covering up disgusting and exploitative sexual relationships, people are starving,
cities are deteriorating, and the only reliable growth industry is
prison construction. And this will continue until people do something to stop it. Save a spotted owl. Protest a plant closing. Ring
doorbells for a candidate you do support. Volunteer in a school.
Organize around an issue that means something to you. Don't just
rely on elected officials to take care of things - but don't stop voting because politicians sell out. Vote, and hold those people accountable. Keep the pressure up. Politics is every day. Politics is every
place. It's happening without you, and it affects you. Get involved.
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The Apotheosis of
Matthew Shepard
BY ELISABETH OKRANT
AND MICHAEL P. WILSON

Opinion Writers

You bastards killed him again! Were
you not expecting the messiah to appear asa2L year old, openly gay student
in Laramie, Wyoming? Well, he's come
and gone, and you've missed your
chance...again.
By now we are sure that you have encountered the story of Matthew
Shepard due to the story's widespread
media coverage. But have you thought
about who Matthew Shepard really
was? A recent e-mail suggesting that
he was a Christ-like figure has triggered our inquiry.
Was Matthew Shepard sent to us as a
messiah leading us from a land of hatred and violence? OK, maybe not, but
he could have been, and we would not
have ever known the difference.
So, you may ask, "Where is this leading?" This is not an issue of
biculturalism—gay or not gay. Rather,
it is an issue of individuality, and sublequently of inalienable human rights.
We are a "motley crew", a vast peoples
who subscribe to unique and juxtaposing ideologies. We embody different
races, creeds, religions, cultures, nationlities, physical and mental capacities,
ethnicities, traditions, phenotypes, and,
yes, even sexual orientations. These
multiple characteristics have the potential to manifest themselves through
countless identities.
Thus, we conclude, there is only one
lormative definition of anumanbemg.
OUT single commonality: is our differences. Therefore, we must learn to tolerate each other by recognizing these
differences and, furthermore, understanding our own differences within a
.arger matrix of identities.
. If we are to preserve the delicate web
of humanity, we must continue our discourse about defining and safeguarding
our inalienable human rights. Bianca
Jagger, in her address to the Trinity
Community on Thursday, stressed that
universal rights must be accorded
equally to all human beings, and that
failure to do so may result in genocide.
Should we understand Matthew
Shepard's murder as indicative of a
genocidal force brewing in this country? Could this event culminate into
the Bosnian or Croatian situations of
which Jagger spoke? Or even to the degree of a new Holocaust? At what point
do we understand murders like Matthew Shepard's as genocidal rather
than an isolated, random, violent act?
Attacks against homosexuals .are

only one manifestation of hate crimes.
People everywhere are marginalized
scapegoated, and even annihilated because they deviate from a widely accepted ideology. Within this framework
we can liken theShepard incident with
other genocidal atrocities. People are
being killed based upon differences
that they cannot chose or control. They
are subject to hegemony which deems
their life wrong or immoral. These
people are considered disposable because they interrupt homogeneity of
the dominant paradigm. If American
ideology promotes individuality, why
are people persecuted for their dissimilarities?
Matthew Shepard is our prophet for
warning us of a eminent genocide. Did'
the Bosnians also get their chance and,
instead kill their diplomatic prodigy?

Could a young, politically-minded
man, with hopes to better mankind
have appeared before them also? In fact,
we never know who we are mocking,
attacking, or killing. He could have
been an arbiter of peace, unifying fractions of our country; yet, Matthew
Shepard's message never will come to
fruition, Simply stated, an individual's
potentials are limitless, and wanton destruction of a.life weakens the cohesion
of our society.
Individual contributions are not peripheral. Matthew Shepard has exhibited this to an entire country. His death
cannot be ignored. In grieving his
death, he has taught us to value life and
all of its differences. Indeed, in this respect, his apatheosis is rational. He died
for our societal sins of bigotry and hatred. It is up to each of us toredeem ourselves in his memory. We fear that we
will ignore this evidence of social disorder because we lack tolerance and
acceptance of our differences.

The Trinity Tripod is proud to sponsor,

Binge Drinking and Violence:
The White Male Culture?
A round table debate on the cultural relationships between
binge drinking, violence and Caucasian males. Professors
Dario Euraque and Jack Chatfield will each give short presentations clarifying the positions stated in their earlier pieces
printed in The Tripod. Their presentation will be followed by
open discussion, moderated by The Tripod Opinion Editors.
All are encouraged to attend and contribute.
Where: The Underground Coffeehouse, located in the
basement of Mather Hall
When: 4:15 PM on Wednesday, October, 28
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Responsibility For Sweatshops
Belongs To Consumers As Well
time, the workers are not told what company employs them so they would not
Opinion Writer
even know who to fight.
On top of the poor working conditions,
As a child, your parents calmed your workers are completely isolated from the
fears about the mythical monsters lurk- ultimate product that they create. Sweating in your closet. Now no one can as- shop laborers produce only pieces of the
suage your fears, for they have become a finished products that we buy in stores.
reality. The new monsters are inno- Thus, the workers are kept from learncently disguised as the fashionable out- ing useful skills that they may benefit
fits that hang in our closets. These from in the future. Instead of learning
monsters are far more threatening than to make a shirt, a worker will spent all
our childhood nightmares, for they are day on the tedious task making sleeves
the hidden remnants of sweatshop pro- or collars.
duction.
One of the most common justificaSweatshops are one of the most offen- tions for paying-out poor wages is that
sive and threatening developments in the standard of living is lower in other
our growing global economy. Compa- countries than it is in the United States.
nies in the United States have realized Of course, it does cost less to live in a dethe economic advantages of an overseas veloping country than it does to live here,
labor force. Of course, we can all under- even at a most basic level. Yet, compastand that overseas production does ul- nies allow us to believe that they are still
timately save these companies money. paying their workers appropriate wages.
Yet, have we ever stopped to think about Nothing could be further from the truth.
why it is so much cheaper to produce in The average laborer makes only thirty
cents an hours, which is still far below
developing nations?
Sweatshop workers are usually adequate payment when considering
women, and oftentimes children, paid basic subsistence needs. A 25 year-old
starvation wages to produce garment for sweatshop laborer was quoted as saying,
most name-brand labels. Workers are "Working in the factory is like disguised
paid according to production, not hourly. unemployment because you don't see
Quotas for production are set excessively your money. You end up paying back
high, forcing the workers to labor for long food vendors and interest on loans you
hours with the threat of pay-cuts and depend on to survive. Yes, you're earnphysical violence. Machines and produc- ing a salary, but never see a penny. It's
tion materials are generally outdated like you spill blood for nothing."
and hazardous, so workers are often inWe need to recognize sweatshop labor
jured through no fault of their own. Of as an issue that involves us all. This does
course, the laborers are not provided not mean that you need to throw away
with health insurance and they are un- all your name-brand clothing and boyable to seek medical attention for the in- cott your favorite stores. It simply means
juries that they contract at the factories. that we need to think about our role as
The workers are never told that they consumers in a globalized economy. Behave rights and they are kept from the cause we are consumers we have the
knowledge that they are being abused. power to affect policies made by compaSweatshop bosses stringently enforce nies in the United States. The responsirules against labor unions, and workers bility to end sweatshops is in our hands
who try to organize or learn their rights as educated citizens of an economically
are immediately fired. Without the right powerful country.
The author plans to start a campus stuto organize, sweatshop workers are unable to gain a voice of protest against dent group to promote sweatshop awarethese powerful companies. At the same ness, amongst Trinity students.
BY SHANNON GREANEY

Trust Lacking In Wye Accord
BY ANDREW WEISS

*

Opinion Writer

Last Friday, after several days of anticipation, it was announced that a new
Middle East peace agreement was
reached between Israel and the Palestinian Liberation.Organization. This agreement was another installment of the
long and difficult Middl e East peace process that begun back on September 13,
1993 with the Israeli-Palestinian Declaration of Principles. That accord, which
laid the groundwork for several more
agreements, was supposed to ultimately
lead to final status negotiations. These
negotiations, originally slated for May
1996, were supposed to tie up a series of
loose ends dealing to the status that the
land held by Palestinians the would be.
Unfortunately, the assassination of
Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin and increased terrorism derailed the process.
Over the past few years bad faith and
mistrust have characterized the process.
Recently the majority of the distrust
has been the result of the Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu's conservative
policies. Because Netanyahu was elected
on the slimmest of margins, less that one
percent, he must tenuously hold together his collation government with the
tenant of "peace with safety." He has tried
to move ahead the peace process without losing the support of the right wing
in Israel. He is trying to please Israeli
hard-liners and the Palestinians at the
same time, but ends up pleasing no one.
The root of the problem is that the 1993
Oslo Accords are not being followed. This

may sound too simple, but you can't
make an agreement and then turn and
break it. The only way the Israelis and
Palestinians were able to come together
was a mutual trust culminating in the
Oslo Accords.
Certainly not to be discounted is the
continued terrorismfrom right wing
Palestinians and other terrorist organizations. Each suicide bomber and gunman that attacks Israel destroys any of
the trust left. Yasir Arafat's failure to stop
terrorism makes the Isareli right wing
more resolute to stop the peace process.
Right now The Wye River Memorandum might look promising, but who is
to say it will not go the way of the other
agreements of the last few years? I want
to think this will be the agreement that
will springboard a lasting peace between Israel and the PLO, but I can't. Already, there has been a great deal of
resistance to the agreement on bothsides. On Sunday, settlers in Israel's West
Bank declared they want tovseek a candidate for Prime Minister in a new round
of elections. On Monday, Netanyahu survived a no-confidence vote, but is still
not out of the woods. Settlers on the West
Bank protested by blocking traffic at 30
junctions in the West Bank. In addition,
there was a violent clash between Palestinians and Palestinian security forces
over the seizure of unlicensed weapons
in observation of the accord.
The worst part is that even though an
agreement has been signed, there seems
to be no trust between the Israelis and
the Palestinians. Without trust no agreement or accord will be implemented
properly.
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LETTERS T O THE EDITOR
Message of Intent Too Little, Too Late

Check Your Sources
To the Editor:

tioned — any bit of gossip or hearsay, no matter how absurd, is taken
When I watch TV and see those as gospel. Supposedly respectable
poor starving kids all over the world, media outlets, both liberal and conI can't help but cry. 1 mean, I'd love to servative, know this and take any
be skinny like that, but not with all opportunity to further their own
those flies and death and stuff. - agendas. We, the American public,
Mariah Carey
do not even think to question their
Surely, everyone has by now seen motives.
the flyers all over campus. The inIntended as an example of all
tended message is dean American that is wrong with America, the
society is a culture rife with shai- above quote is particularly despi-

An extra-thin body and sheer lackof
musical talent does not equal outright
superficiality and insensitivity.
lowness, insensitivity, and callous
sentiment. While some may convincingly argue that this is in fact
the case, I personally am saddened
(though not particularly surprised)
by the number of smart people in
an intellectual environment who
unthinkingly affiliate themselves
with any sort of rumor that fits
neatly into their preconceived notion of how the world works.
. The quote, however nice it may
look on paper, is utterly false. It was
part of a spoof interview which appeared on a website known as "Cupcake." The line was quickly
published both in the Bri tish media
(VOX Magazine and The Independent), and even in such U.S. sources
as The San Francisco Chronicle and
Ms. Magazine. All this despite the
fact that the interview was denounced as false almost immediately after it appeared.

cable because it is made at the expense of an innocent person. An
extra-thin body and sheer lack of
musical talent does not equal outright superficiality and insensitivity. Every logical person realizes
this, yet people will still happily
scapegoat a much-disliked celebrity if doing so gives credence to
their own belief system.
That organizations at Trinity
College would perpetuate such false
claims suggests that they too see the
truth as subordinate to the advancement of their own opinions. Even
if the misrepresentation came out of
ignorance, that does not fully excuse it - someone should have verified such an obviously ridiculous
statement before plastering it all
over campus. To be callous and shallow is bad enough. To be unthinking is worse.

Weliveinaculture where the veracity of our sources is not ques-

Sincerely,
Kristin Nabers'99

Preserve Our Natural Treasures
To the Editor:
'kctuWthfsi A yt&kcHAitti fee
landscape and way of life is so delicate and beautiful that it is incomprehensible to western civilization.
A land where life is ruled only by
the laws of nature, and where the
Native Americans who have lived
there for centuries have survived
within these laws. The Arctic National Wildlife Refuge is one of the
last unspoiled places that exist in
the United States. You will not find
roads, development, or even trails
which disturb many pristine places
throughout the nation. However,
four corporations - British Petroleum (BP), ARCO, Chevron, and
Exxon are seeking permission to
drill in the refuge to acquire less
than six months worth of oil. This
refuge offers a sanctuary for a vari-

into an industrial complex with
mjles of roads, and pipelines. This
•ibtitittOJlf leads' t6'e'MWninenfaI
destruction. For example in 1995
the nearby area of Prudhoe Bay in
Alaska was opened for oil drilling.
In that year alone there were 500 oil
spills, which averages out to one
every 18 hours. These spills released
80,000 gallons of oil and other
harmful materials into the area. In
addition, unregulated diesel emissions would result in air pollution.
Methane, which accounts for global
warming would be emitted into the
environment at a time when global
warming is the highest it has ever
been in the history of modern
record keeping.
Many experts estimate that a
simple increase in fuel efficiency of
cars and trucks would compensate
for the amount of oil expected to be

To the Editor

ity of these three-year plans and the
wisdom and voices of these indiBy now, many people in the Trin- viduals in his announcement? In
ity community will have read or support of his efforts, 1 would think
heard of developments that further it all the better to include comments
the discussion of the new hockey from these two men of color, who
rink. I believe the President has spo- are of influence and whose comken to that issue in a Tripod inter- mentary, included in the initial anview and may have responded in nouncement, might have presented
other ways since my letter two a more thoughtful, constructive,
weeks ago. In addition, Bryant and considerate move than the anMcBride '88 and a talented commu- nouncement bearing only the name
nity-relations executive with the of Evan Dobelle.
National Hockey League, and Eddie
Instead, the President called on
Perez, an instrumental Hartford these individuals in reaction to my
community leader have or will be letter. This approach appears more
responding as well.
I applaud the President for responding quickly by having individuals who have been crucial to
the community-relations end of the
hockey rink planning speak up
about the many issues that were not
clarified or mentioned in Mr.
Dobelle's initial announcement. 1
am glad that these responses extend
the dialogue to me and to the rest of
our community. From this new
component of dialogue, I have been
told that there has been quite an effort to consider the complicated elements of integrating a skating like afterthought than taking inclufacility into the current cultural sive, proactivesteps to show that not
and socio-economic atmosphere of only has the community element of
the surrounding communities. the hockey rink been well thought
McBride has worked nationwide out, but also there are people of color
starting hockey programs in several who have been vi tal to the planning
communities of people of color, process. The notion of the hockey
where prior to his efforts there had rink being a community center
been no resources to support youth would have been effectively suphockey. Perez has described himself ported by including their voices in
as instrumental in many of the text of what is billed as another
Hartford's grassroots community- connection between Trinity and its
building movements. It is good to surrounding neighborhoods.
know that these individuals, as well
It is this issue of administrative
as others, have been involved in
what the President has described as afterthought, with regard to people
of color, that has continued to disat least three years of planning.
1
turbmeandlbelieveothers.Thisis
As I reflect on what has tran- not a new issue: whether it be the
spired since my last letter was pub- administration missing Martin
lished in T)K Trigod, Lam, struck, Lugheif Kingjr!s birthday last year
thantttad heard nothing about these '<the?re was no effort by the Adminplans nor of these individuals until istration to sanction any obserI decided to question the President's vance), or the seemingly small but
rhetoric behind the justification for insulting fact that there was new
the hockey rink. In response to my sod placed out-of-season on an inletter our College President wrote to significant patch of grass near
me, "Clearly your concerns have Clements for Homecoming Weekbeen raised and addressed thor- end, 1997, while the whole yard for
oughly for the past three years. the Umoja House was a lot of mud
Rather than answering them per- and standing water for weeks past
sonally, I've asked some folks who that time when many students and
are deeply involved to write you di- Alumni of color met at Umoja's new
rectly." While it was reassuring to location. Such issues occur yearly
know that such planning had oc- and are often neglected in the
curred, I find it problematic that if college's lover-generalized rhetoric
there was such careful and "clear" about beingmulticultural, commuplanning going on and if Mr. nity-interested, and sensitive to isDobelle finds these individuals sues of andforpeople of color. You'll
more qualified than he to respond find much press and PR about the
to my concerns, why wouldn't the College's community outreach, the
President think to indude the dar- College's global and multicultural

development, and our Public Relations publications are full of photos that would have you believe
that our campus is impressively
diverse and well stocked with faculty and students of color, but
spend a few days here and the reality and the public image convey
conflicting messages. Our
country's history has taught some
of us that many people say they are
about equitable change and consideration, but often those issues and
people of color used in their rhetoric are either not included in the
process of change or it they are, we
rarely hear their voices until someone speaks out and questions their
neglect and absence.
I don't doubt that the President
and most folks at Trinity are interested in very genuine ways about
these issues and many more, but it
is disheartening when so much of
the language that is used takes into
consideration people of color so ineffectively. Furthermore, I'd like to
close by clarifying that I've never
been against the hockey rink being
built and I've never said that people
of color won't be interested in playing hockey. For some reason, much
of the furor I've had hurled back on
me since my letter flows in the defense of an attack I haven't waged.
In their communications with me,
both direct and indirect, my letter
has been called everything from
excessive, egotistical, preaching,
and even racist to state that a majority of people of color in America
do not play hockey. I would urge
those individuals and others simply to reread my initial letter to
find that my main issue with the
President's announcement has to
do with the rhetoric of his announcement and how many crucial considerations are not
included in that announcement.
My questions and concerns focus
on taking issue with where I feel his
announcement is irresponsible.
As he responded to my letter, I
learned more about Mr. Dobelle's
attention to these issues, but I'm
disturbed by why we didn't have
the information up front. Another
way of looking at it might be that
if it took someone to question the
announcement so that we may better learn the specifics of his plan,
I'm glad that the result is that we
will all be better informed. It's unfortunate that the President did not
think to better inform us the first
time around.
Sincerely,
William Henry Lewis
Allan K. Smith Assistant Professor
of Creative Writing in Fiction

Hockey Rink to Encourage Minority Involvement
To the Editor:

programs (up four programs only Task Force can change that for fufour years ago) in various stages of ture minority hockey players.
Recently, I was pleased to read development that receive support
While it is the NHUs goal to grow
about the State of Connecticut's from the National Hockey league hockey's fan base, it is also our inpledge to contribute $2 million to and USA Hockey. Among the vol- tent to help children while doing so.
an ice skating rink at Trinity. Asa unteer organizations who receive I am often asked why there are so
1988 Trinity graduate and former support are Clark Park Coalition few African American, Hispanic,
member of the hockey team, I am Hockey (Detroit, MI); Cobbs Creek and Asian NHL players. The answer
thrilled for the men's and women's Hockey Program (Philadelphia, PA); is simple-access, or really lack
ety of arctic ecosystems which do found in the arctic. By using the varsity hockey teams and for the Coconut Grove Kings Hockey Pro- thereof, I applaud Trinity's and the
not exist anywhere else. Among the money and time spent for drilling, Trinity students and faculty that
species that inhabit the area are the we can spare many of the worlds will have immediate access to skatAs an African American hockey player,
Porcupine river caribou herd, which precious resources and wilderness ing and hockey. I am most pleased
over the seventeen years I played
perform the largest migration of its areas. The loss that we will bear in though, for the residents of the surkind in the western hemisphere. ruining the Arctic National Wild- rounding neighborhood. For the
competitive hockey, I played with or
Along with the caribou are 180 dif- life Refuge is too great for the six past three years President Dobelle
months
of
oil
that
would
be
gained.
has
inquired
about
the
NHL/USA
against
another African American player
ferent bird species which migrate to
almost every state in the continen- I hope that the student body can re- Hockey Diversity Task Force as a
only twice.
tal US and use the refuge for nest- alize the importance of this cam- means to introduce skating and
paign
and
do
what
they
can
to
hockey
to
minority
children
in
ing, migration, and breeding. Also
gram (Miami, FL); Columbus PAL State of Connecticut's efforts to proamong the many species in the ref- support it, Many options are avail- Hartford.
By way of background, the NHL/ Ice Hockey (Columbus, OH); Cre- vide that access. I pledge the NHL/
uge are the reintroduced musk oxen able, such as a simple letter or email
which, after almost becoming ex- to your congressmen, signing the USA Hockey Diversity Task Force is ative Concepts Ice Project USA Hockey Diversity Task Force's
tinct, now thrive on the refuge's caribou petition, and general sup- a not-for-profit program designed (Bellingham, WA); and many oth- support in providing Hartford's
coastal plain. The refuge also pro- port for the Arctic campaign here at to introduce children of diverse eth- ers. We hope to add .Hartford to this children an opportunity to skate
list. More information on the NHL/ and play hockey. I look forward to
vides the only U.S. Conservation Trinity. Last year President Clinton nic backgrounds to the game of
area where polar bears regularly vetoed an attempt by congress to hockey. The program's mission is to USA Hockey Diversity Task Force seeing the rink project come to fruiallow drilling in the arctic, but the assist and enable local youth hockey canbefoundatrihl.com. As an Af- tion, and to working with Trinity in
den.
• I assume the main question here issue is nowhere near the end. Now programs to teach hockey, and other rican American hockey player, over helping Hartford's children.
life skills, to economically disad- the seventeen years I played comis what would result in allowing the question is, how will it end?
vantaged children, creating a fun petitive hockey, I played with or : Sincerely,
these four corporations to drill in
experience for boys and girls of all against another African American •BryantS. McBride'88
. •
•• • •
these areas? In general, it would S i n c e r e l y ,
player only twice. My hope is that Vice President, NHL Business Develage levels. ,
lead to "development" c*the area Patrick Klauss '99, .,-, .
the NHL/USA Hockey Diversity opment
ConnPirg
Arctic
Campaign.
,
There
are.
currently
twenty-one
which would transform the refuge
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On The Beat Larson, O'Connor Face Off
That's What Toy Get For Not
Inviting Everyone
There were several reports of a large party taking place at PsiU on the night of October 9. Columns members reported the following day that there were some invited guests, but attendance
grew to over 200 people, and there was some visual, but not longterm damage in the cellar.
Twostudents were also confirmed as going to Hartford Hospital from the party. They repor ted to CampusSafety that they were
served alcoholic beverages at Psi-U but beforehand as well. They
felt intoxicated and experienced memory loss, which leads Campus Safety to suspect that they may have been exposed to something other than alcohol, such as Rohypnol. Because of this
possibility, Director of Campus Safety Brian Kelly cautioned, "everyone on campus to always be aware of your surroundings and
the possibility that your drink could be contaminated."
The Columns have been required not to have any more social
activities for the remainder of the academic year.

Bowdoin 19, Trinity 0???
At approximately 3:00 AM on October 11, Campus Safety was
summoned to a disturbance outside 122 Vernon Street. A Hartford Police officer parked nearby observed three Campus Safety
officers entering the grounds, and responded as well.
35 students were found on the grounds outside, looking for a
late-night party. Officers requested that they leave,the area, and
after failing to respond to several requests, three students were
arrested and charged with breach of peace, according to Kelly.
The students have received censures which will remain for the
rest of their academic career at Trinity. In addition, the students,
who were football players, were suspended for one game.

Crime Wave Hits Jarvis
Two Nintendo games were reported missing from a room in
Jarvis F around 1:00 AM on October 10. The door may have been
open, and the resident reported that several other students have
his code. The games have a $120 value.
On October 14, a student on the first floor of Jarvis A reported
his wallet missing From hisbed. He later found trie wallet minus
the contents in a tnish can in a dormitory bathroom.

Early To Bed, Early To Bise...
A fire alarm was pulled in North Campus dormitory at 2:55
AM on October 16. The student responsible came forward to
Campus Safety following an investigation. The case has been forwarded to the Dean of Student's office for disciplinary action.

Reach Out And Touch Someone
Over the past few weeks, at least five students have reported
disturbing phone calls from an unknown caller who claimed
that he was a researcher from Yale University. The caller begins
by asking general questions and they become.more sexually oriented as he goes along.
Other area colleges have reported similar incidents, and Yale
has no knowledge of anyone matching that description.
"Our strong advice to people receiving these calls is to hang
up immediately, and report them to Campus Safety," said Kelly.
In a similar case, several fliers have appeared on campus targeting students who may be interested in modeling. Campus
Safety has reason to believe that these offers are not on the level
arid advise students not to call them. Both Kelly and the Dean of
Students office have called the numbers, with no response.

A Smashing Good Time
On October 16, at 2:45 AM, several disc jockeys had an "employment issue" at the WRTC radio station. One of the employees threw a bottle and broke a student's car front passenger
window. The person responsible has been fired from the radio
station, and an effort is being made by the car owner to get restitution for the repairs.

Hello, Antarctica?
A student in Ogilby believes that a cellular phone was taken
from a shelf in her room! However, she did not notice it was missing until she received a $700 phone bill. It is unknown who removed the phone, and Campus Safety is waiting for the
information from the phone company on the numbers called.

Where Are We?
Two students are suspected of removing the room number
signs from all of the rooms in Hansen over the weekend. All of
the signs have been recovered. However, Buildings and Grounds
believes that they cannot be reused, and must be reordered. The
responsible students will be obligated to pay for the repairs.

f'

continued from page one
making more than one reference to the fact that only 43%
of Connecticut homes have access to online resources.
O'Connor was less strident
with his politics. On many of
the questions he displayed a
rather moderate temperament
by avoiding partisanship. He referred to some of the proposed
legislature of his Republican
Colleagues as "mean-spirited."
Among those he avoided indicting was Speaker of the House
Newt Gingrich, who recently
offered him a spot on the House
Appropriations Committee. His
tact did not go unnoticed.
"People understand that you
can't have it both ways Kevin,"
Larson replied. "People understand that this election is important not only for the
individual they elect but also for
the government he will help
form...My opponent wants to
got to Washington to join Newt
Gingrich."
O'Connor, the underdog, tried
his best not to be allied with the
so-called "do nothing congress."
"I just wish," O'Connor later
begged, "that [Larson] would
run on my personality, not
Newt Gingrich's."
Partisan associations aside,
the spirit of the debate remained mild. O'Connor implored the residents of the 1st
District to ask themselves
whether they've been happy ,
about the way the city has gone
in its nearly 50 years of democratic control. He feels that
Hartford doesn't need another
"career politician."
But it is exactly that quality
which makes Larson so attractive to his supporters. Steve
Kapsky '01, a 1st District voter,

explains that "when you look at (O'Connor) is the only one I
the election as a whole, [you're] hear talking about family valelecting somebody for two years ues. John Larson talks a whole
at a time so it is important to lot about the family, but he's yet
choose the candidate with ex- to do a thing."
Most of the audience conperience and vision. I believe
John Larson brings both of ceded that the debate was informative and entertaining. For
these things to the table."
Amy Nelson, a life-long resi- many, it was a first look at the
dent of Hartford's North End young O'Connor. "I was genusubmitted a more forceful cri- inely impressed with his contique of Larson's campaign. "I duct and candor," a Larson aid
got young girls sitting on the ventured, "but I think John's got
corner—twelve and thirteen him beat on the issues."
The Hartford Courant
years old, and they're getting
wouldn't
agree. Following the
pregnant all the time...Kevin
debate, the region's largest
newspaper endorsed O'Connor
in its main editorial.
Since then O'Connor has hit
the streets. He hopes that it will
all work out, but realizes that his
job won't end with a defeat at
the polls. "I'll be frank with
you—I do plan on winning on
November 3, but if at the end of
the day if I'm not successful, we
will have moved the ball forward. And that's the important
thing, because this is about
Hartford and not just the election."
As for Larson, he said, "I believe the people of the Connecticut know what they want...and
• what they need. For now, I'm
going to continue to visit the
institutions of the city and find
out what I can do for these
people."
Political Science professor
and debate panelist Clyde
McKee speculates that it could
be an extremely close election
for such a Democratic region.
"O'Connor has a lot o( energy,
but right now Larson has the
edge. The key will be voter
turnout; if enough Democrats
Kevin O'Connor (R-top) FILE stay home, it could get interestand John Larson (D)
ing."

Discussion Of
Salary
Discrepancies
Continues

that fall $4000 to $6000 below the Honor System, "the student
what their salaries should be as must be aware of the regulations of the college and behave
predicted by the model.
At the Oct. 7 faculty meeting, accordingly.
Should the student break any
the faculty compensation committee asked that the adminis- of these rules s/he must turn
WILLIAMSTOWN (The Wil- tration assemble a group to herself or himself in to the chair
liams Record) — In light of find- examine the reasons for the of the Judiciary Board and be
ings unveiled at the September higher salaries of the 20 faculty accountable for his/her ac16 faculty meeting concerning members whose incomes ex- tions." In addition, the Honor
Code says if,students know
two issues of faculty salary dis- ceeded the predicted average.
crepancies, an ad hoc commitIn addition, although the someone who* has committed
tee has been formed to examine
apparent gender discrepancies.
In addition, the Faculty Com(;
pensation Committee is continuing talks with the
administration about what Williams faculty is 40 percent an infraction of the Honor
should be done about a group of female, 70 percent of associate Code, it is their duty to confront
"assistant professors whose in- professors are women.
the individual and ultimately
comes are significantly lower
The subcommittee on gender report them to the J Board or enthan those predicted by a statis- and salary equity, led by Will- courage them to turn themtical model.
iams, pointed out that if the selves in.
Chair of the Faculty Com- trend is allowed to continue, feSurvey results showed that of
pensation Committee Richard male full professors will have 106 participants, 97 of them beDe Veaux, associate professor of significantly lower average lieve the morality implied in the
mathematics, presented the salaries than male full profes- Honor Code is a noble concept.
committee's findings at the fac- sors.
While taking the poll the maulty meeting. The committee
jority of these students excreated a statistical model to
pressed ambiguity over the
predict faculty salaries that
definition of the Honor Code.
took into account such factors
Despite the great number of
as department, year of Ph.D. and
students who believe in the
tenure.
.
(Connecticut College Voice) — Honor, fifty percent of them reAccording to committee 50 percent of freshmen sur- ported that they have broken it.
members there are two major veyed believe they have broken
Survey results show that of
concerns: first, approximately the honor code.
the 106 students polled, 27% of
20 professors, only one of
Although this code is unwrit- them signed the Hbnor Code
whom is female, have salaries ten, over fifteen hundred stu- • knowing they would break it.
significantly higher than the dents have declared to uphold it. Although all Conn students
model predicts, raising ques- In a recent Voice survey, how- vow to uphold the Honor Code,
tions about the distribution of ever, many students have ex- it is clear that many remain
merit-based raises. The second pressed uncertainty about what confused about exactly what
concern is that a group of asso- the Honor Code actually is.
they are«pledging their dedicaciate professors have salaries * The C Book states that within tion to.
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A Human Rights Focus For Bianca Jagger's Visit
BY WICK MCLEAN

News Writer

On Thursday, October 22, as
part of Trinity College's Armed
Conflict and Human Rights
lecture series, acclaimed human
rights activist Bianca Jagger visited campus to address students
and faculty on the current crisis in the Yugoslavian province
of Kosovo.
Jagger, ex-wife of British rock
superstar and Rolling Stones
frontman Mick Jagger, is an internationally known and wellrespected authority on the issue
of Human Rights. She has written many articles in newspapers and academic periodicals,
and has received awards from
Amnesty International and
various other world peace organizations. Due to her current
interest in what has been the
most troubled region of Europe
for the past ten years, her speech
at Trinity focused on the human
rights offences currently taking
place in the Serbia/Yugoslavia/
Albania region.
•Described by Jagger as "Hell
on earth," KOSOVQ has been hit
especially hard by the violence

and inhumanity that grips the
land. She pointed out the undeniable fact that Bosnia has been
the worst massacre on European soil since the Holocaust,
even though Europe had supposedly promised itself that
such ethnic hatred, genocide,
horror and war would never be
allowed to happen again. It is
especially bad for the citizens of
Kosovo, who have traditionally
been reluctant to fight. She
compared Serbian President
Slovodan Milosevic to Hitler,
citing his reputation as a
butcher of whole groups of
people depending on their
ethnicity. The region could possibly explode and ignite something larger, Jagger implied, if
the international community
stands still and turns a blind eye
to what is going on in the land.
Jagger's proposed solution
was not the direct use of large
scale military force; rather, she
recommended that the nations
of the free world round up those
leaders who are responsible for
the propagation of "genocide
and other serious war crimes,
and try them in international
court. This would put an end to
the conflict while making an

Netanyahu
Opposes
Palestinian State
WASHINGTON (AP) - Girding for a
confrontation with Jewish settlers back
home, Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin
Netanyahu says he will not drop his opposition to aPalestinian state. The West
Bank, he says, "is part of my homeland."
Before flying home late Saturday,
Netanyahu told The Associated Press he
was obligated to yield more territory to
the Palestinian Authority under the Oslo
accords reached by previous Israeli governments. "We did not choose this agreement," Netanyahu said.
Under the West Bank accord signed
last week, Israel is due to relinquish 13
percent of the land that manyjews who
supported Netanyahu, including most
settlers, consider part of Israel.
"Any inch of land that we cede to the •
Palestinians is. painful for me to cede,"
Netanyahu said in an interview. "It is part
of my homeland."
Arafat, in Europe on Saturday seeking
financial support, said an independent
Palestinian state "is coming very soon."
But Netanyahu told a reporter that
while statehood would be on the agenda
in negotiations with the Palestinians
over a final settlement, "We will still oppose a Palestinian state,"
Basing his position on Israel's security,
he said a Palestinian state would expose
Israel to a greater threat from Iran and
Iraq. He repeated the assertion Sunday:
"Tiny Israel would have to protect itself
against Saddam Hussein, against Iran,
against all these assorted powers to our
east, which would have more weaponry
than NATO did at the height of the Cold
War."
Beyond denying full statehood,
Netanyahu said, Israel has no intention
of interfering in the lives of Palestinians.
Under interim agreements, the Palestinian Authority is to taking control of
about 95 percent of the areas densely inhabited by 1.6 million Arabs. Remaining
on the West Bank, meanwhile, are
150,000 Jewish settlers.
At the Wye River summit, besides
yielding 13 percent of the land, Israel
agreed to give the Palestinian Authority
security control over more than half the
27 percent ceded in past accords.
Currently, security control of the 14
percent is shared wi th Israel.
Jewish settlers, due to be surrounded

example of those who are guilty
and thus serve as a warning for
those that would try again.
Jagger called the Bosnia situation an "indictment of our morality," since it is literally
happening right before our very
eyes. CNN and MSNBC have
documented exactly and to no
end the events that occur there
every day, she pointed out, and
still we pretend that nothing is
going on or that it doesn't really
matter in the end. Jagger also
pointed out that "this is in Europe and not somewhere far
away and still unknown part of
the world like Rwanda," and
that "by doing nothing, we are
giving permission for other
butchers to feel free and do the
same thing." Even the United
States should play a role, she
said, and presumably not regress back to isolationist tendencies.
The issue is especially important at this time of year. There
are currently tens of thousands
of Ethnic Albanian refugees
currently in danger of freezing
over the winter in the high
mountains. If an aid effort is not
effective or carried out soon, according to Jagger, we are all

in many parts of the West Bank by Palestinian villages and towns, are mounting angry protests, accusing Netanyahu
of caving in.
Netanyahu said in an interview that
he will keep a close eye on Arafat to ensure he follows through on his commitments to counter terrorism.
. "If they^ do their part, we will do our
part," he 'said But he insisted that if
Arafat does not adhere to his commitments, neither will Israel. Netanyahu
added that cooperation between Israeli
and Palestinian intelligence agencies
would form "the critical link" in fighting
terrorism.
He also said the Palestinians could

raise their claim to part of Jerusalem as
their capital but added: "I will tell them
that is going to remain just as it is.... We
will never, ever, ever, ever let it be divided
again."

Countdown Begins
On John Glenn's
Return To Space

Bianca Jagger, ex-wife pf Mick Jagger,
spoke on Thursday about the human rights
violations in the former Yugoslavia and Albania.
guilty of the same sin - becoming an accomplice to great evil.
It is up to us outsiders to prevent

the large-scale destruction of
civilization from happening
again.

operate normally this week.
Neither a spokeswoman for the FBI or
federal and local police officials would
specify the security-measures that would
be taken. Lucinda Finnelly, the lawyer
representing Buffalo GYN Women services, an abortion clinic where Slepian
frequently worked, said that another
Sniper in Abortion
physician who wished to remain anonymous had treated patients who had been
Doctor Slaying Is
scheduled to see Slepian on Saturday.
Still At Large
Other abortion advocates said that since
AMHERST, NY (The New York Times) the slaying local physicians had ex— With no arrests reported in Friday pressed their willingness to carry out
night's slaying of Dr. Barnett Slepian, the abortions.
three doctors who publicly acknowledge
"Women services is determined to
performing abortions in the Buffalo area keep this going," Ms. Finnelly said, That's
remained in seclusion Sunday as resi- what Bart would have wanted." Many
dents of this quiet Buffalo suburb reeled residents here who denounced the
from the news that a sniper could still shooting refused to give their names out
be in their midst.
of fear that Slepian's killer could strike
Law enforcement officials from fed- again, There was an obvious sense of
eral, state and local agencies who met concern over the sniper attack in this
with Canadian investigators here Sun- picturesque suburb of 150,000, which
day would not comment on their inquiry was declared the statistically, safest city
into the death of Slepian, the gynecolo- in America in a 1997 survey by Money
gist and obstetrician who was killed by magazine.
a sniper as he sat in his kitchen.
"The fact that someone could come in
Abortion rights advocates said clinics and do something like this is shocking,"
in the area that perform abortions had said Nick DiPirro, a retired high school
been promised stepped-up security by administrator. "Things like this don't
law enforcement officials and would happen here."
will join a crew of six other astronauts
trained to conduct observations of solar
physics, tests of new equipment for the
Hubble Space Telescope and experiments in materials processing and biology-

To get ahead in
today's economy,
you need education

(The New York Times) — The countdown began Monday morning for a
space flight that will not make history
or any new heroes but has everything to
do with history and an aging hero, John
Glenn.
36 years after he rode a cramped Mercury capsule to become the first American to orbit Earth, on Feb. 20,1962, and
24 years after the trajectory of fame
landed him in the U.S. Senate, Glenn will
be suiting up again as an astronaut. At
the age of 77, he will be the oldest person ever to fly in space, a hero of the Cold
War stepping forward this time as a role
model for the geriatric generation—and
to satisfy an unending yearning.
The curtain is scheduled to go up on
Glenn's encore flight at 2:00 PM on
Thursday with the launching of the
space shuttle Discovery at the Kennedy
Space Center in Florida.
On the planned.nine-day mission, the
retiring Democratic senator from Ohio
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beyond a college
degree. More and

Massachusetts
School of Law
* I.SAI nut iv/jit/nv/
• HiutnciitlAidtind
Ittitiau

more people .ire
realizing the wideranging benefits
of a Juris Doctor
degree from
Massachusetts
^School of Law.
A JD degree can
give you the edge
you need to
succeed in business,
health care, Saw

ON-CAMPUS
Tlmmlay, October 29, I998
See our booth at the Graduate
and Professional Career fair
between 4; 15 p.m. - 8:JO p.m.

Day & Evening classes available
500 Federal Street
Woodland Park
Andover, MA 01810
(978)681-0800

enforcement, government and law.
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Police Raid The Tap
continued from page one
pect was last seen fleeing on
tion workshop in November. foot southbound on Henry St.
The arrests at the Tap come in
Because the alleged violation
occurred off campus, however, a semester where students have
Trinity will not take any other complained about the enforcement of the campus alcohol
disciplinary action.
According to Director of policy and the State Liquor
Campus Safety Brian Kelly, the Commission has refused to ismatter has been forwarded to sue temporary liquor permits
the Connecticut State Liquor for the Vernon Social Center.
Kelly, however, discounts the
Commission for evaluation.
It is likely that some sort of idea that the arrests are confine will be levied on the Tap nected to Trinity's alcohol
and owner Jon Faenza for serv- policy.
"If you look at what these outing people under the legal
side agencies have done, this all
drinking age.
"No matter what happens to smells of conspiracy to dry out
the person who misrepresents Trinity, and trust me, nothing
themselves, I'm still liable for can be further from the truth,"
them coming in," said Faenza. Kelly said.
The Tap now requires two forms
He continued, "The college is
of identification, and does not being forced to confront these
accept Trinity student id's. all at once, and while we're all
Faenza estimated that there uncomfortable with change,
were 80 people in the building we'reall hopeful itwill be someat the time of the raid.
thing meaningful. All the colInitial reports of the arrests, lege has done is outlaw hard
as well as an October 18 article liquor and open containers."
"What we have been conin The Hartford Courant, included that a Hartford Police stantly reminding students
lieutenant washit over thehead about is they have an obligation
to obey state laws," Kelly added.
with a bottle at the Tap.
Are neighborhood bars safe
According to Kelly, that account is not accurate. An officer for underage students to drink
did receive eight stitches, "but at, or will police raids become a
the injury resulted from a common occurrence?
struggle with an unknown sus"This could certainly be an
pect believed to be a trinity stu- ongoing effort to stay on top of
dent fleeing out the door of the underage drinking in the city of
establishment," said Kelly. Hartford," said Kelly.
"[Campus Safety and the Hart- '
"Students should be aware
ford Police] as well as other stu- ". when they enter an establishdents involved are try ing to find ment if they are underage, repxiitne identity oE ttie, suspect"•'""•. gardless of where they are, they
After leaving the Tap, the sus- are subject to arrest," he added.

CHEESE TIZZA
14" medium $7.50
18" large $9.50
additional toppings $.50 on med
$1.00 on large
anchovies
bacon
broccoli
eggplant
meatball
garlic
hamburger
mushrooms
pepperoni
olives
onions
peppers
spinach
ricotta
sausaqe
tomatoes
CITY NZZA SPECIALTIES
WUMAVERA
Med $9.50
Large $12.50
Mushrooms, broccoli, peppers, olives and sliced tomatoes
on a white pie

CHICKEN PISTO
Med $10.75
Large $12.50
Fresh Mozzarella, fresh chicken and sliced tomatoes,
basted in pesto sauce
SHRIMP TESTO
Med $10.75
Large $13.90
Fresh Mozzarella, shrimp and sliced tomatoes, basted in
pesto sauce
WHITE PIE
Med $7.50
Large $9.50
Fresh Mozzarella, Romano cheese, garlic, parsley,
oregano and olive oil
WHITE CLAM
Med $7.50
Large $9.50
Baby clams, Romano cheese, garlic, oregano, olive oil
and parsley
SEAFOOD SUPREME
Med $11.50
Large $14.95
Shrimp, crabmeat and tomatoes on a white pie
HAWAIIAN
Med $9.50
Large $12.50
Pineapple, peppers, pepperoni and hot sauce
MEAT DEEP DISH
$17.95
Filled with pepperoni, sausage, meatball topped with
bacon and Iresh cheese
VEGGIE DEEP DISH
$15.95
Filled wilh broccoli, mushrooms, tomatoes, peppers,
olives, and spinach topped with fresh cheese and parsley
SHEET PAN PIZZA

$15.00
Additional toppings $2.00 ea.
" 4 HOUSS NOTICE PLEASE!!
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Dobelle Is "New Englander of The Year"
The New England Council
presented Trinity College President Evan Dobelle with its
"New Englander of the Year"
award at the Council's recent
annual dinner in Boston. The
prestigious award is presented
annually to public and private
sector leaders whose contributions to the New England
economy and quality of life deserve special attention.
"We are extremely pleased to
honor Trinity College President
Evan Dobelle for his outstanding contributions to the region's
academic community, as well as
to the Hartford community
through revitalization and economic development projects.
Dr. Dobelle's vision and energy
are producing tremendous re-

sults for the Hartford area and
the New England region," said
James T. Brett, president and
CEO of the Council.
The other honorees this year
are Senator Ted Kennedy and
Liberty Mutual Chairman Gary
L Countryman.
Connecticut Governor John
G. Rowland said, "I want to congratulate Evan on receiving this
prestigious award. His energy
and vision have created a national model of public/private
partnership in Hartford. Across
the country, people are talking
about the leadership that Trinity College and its president
have brought to meeting the
needs of the community. We
are very proud of him and of all
he means to Hartford, to Con-

necticut, and to New England."
Hartford Mayor Michael P. Peters said, "Evan Dobelle has established Trinity College as a
responsible neighbor in the city,
and has made a tremendous
commitment to making the city
of Hartford and its neighborhoods thrive again. Under
Evan's leadership, the gates of
Trinity College have truly
opened to all the residents of the
city of Hartford."
Founded in 1925, the New
England Council is an alliance
of large and small companies,
educational institutions, nonprofit and other agencies dedicated to supporting federal
public policies and regional initiatives promoting economic
growth in the six-state region.

A crane graces the Long Walk in order to wash the windows of
of Northam Towers.
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Spaghetti, ziti or shells wilh sauce
Spaghetti, ziti or shells with meatballs
Spaghetti, ziti oj•shells with sausage
GRINDERS
Cooked Salami
Eggplant
Genoa
Ham
Meatballs
Roast Beef
Sausage

8" Half
$3.75

$4.95
$5.95
$6.95
16" Whole
$7.50
$7.50
$7.50
$7.50
$7.50
$7.50
$7.50
$7.50
$7.50
$7.50
$8.50
$8.50
• $8.50
$9.00

$3.75
$3.75
$3.75
$3.75
$3.75
$3.75
Tuna
$3.75
Turkey
$3.75
Veggie/cheese
$3.75
Chicken Cutlet
$4.25
Steak/Cheese
$4.25
498B Farmington Avenue • Hartford Seafood
$4.25
Combo (2 kinds of meat) $4.50
DINNERS
Eggplant Parmigiana with pasta
$7.95
Chicken Parmigiana with pasta
$7.95
OPEN 7 DAYS • i1:00am - 2:00am
Baked zili
, $7,95
***FREE DELIVERY***
Meat Ravioli
$6.95
Cheese Ravioli
.
$6.95
With $7.00 minimum purchase
Veggie
Ravioli
$6.95
We deliver cigarettes
all dinners include salad and roll w/ butter
The Best Pizza For The Best Price SALADS
CHEF SALAD
$5.50
Ham, turkey, cheese, lettuce, tomatoes, cucumber, green
pepper and olives
ANTIPASTO
$5.50
(no coupon needed, just mention special)
Salami, pepperoni, cheese, mushrooms, eggplant, cucumbers
olives, green peppers, cherry peppers and lettuce
• $2.00 off any large pizza or free 2 liter
TUNA SALAD
.
$4.95
soda with any large pizza order
Tuna, lettuce, cheese, tomatoes, olives and cucumbers
• Large cheese pizza, 10 wings & 2 liter
GREEK SALAD
$4.95
soda only $12.99
Fefa cheese, lettuce, tomatoes, green peppers, cucumbers,
• $1.00 off any medium pizza or 2 free
olives and cherry peppers
.
$1.95
cans of soda with any medium pizza order TOSSED SALAD
GARLIC BREAD
Small $1.50 Large $3.00
• Buy a large pizza with one topping and

NY.STYLE PIZZA!!

236-2616
City Pizza Special for
Trinity College

get a second large pizza for 1/2 price
• Buy 16" giant grinder, and get 1 bag of
chips & 1 can of soda FREE

Pepsi Coffee Coke Orange Tea Snapple
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A Record Of
Violence

Beltran's background because
they have no authority over the
tribe's sovereign government.
MASHANTUCKET (The For the same reason, officials at
Hartford Courant) — Odds are the National Indian Gaming
Antonio Beltran's violent cr imi- Commission don't require backnal past would prevent him
from getting a state license to
work at Foxwoods Resort Casino.
But it hasn't stopped him ground checks of elected tribal
from assuming a position of officials.
control over the casino's operaIt is a gap in state and federal
tions as an elected member of regulation of Indian casinos
the Mashantucket Pequot Tribal that leaves scrutiny of elected
Council. In addition to its gov- officials to tribal voters.
erning role, the seven-member
"That is what self-determinacouncil acts as a board of direc- tion and sovereignty are all
tors overseeing the $1 billion-a- about, us judging our own," said.
year gambling enterprise, Michael Thomas, a member of
which employs more than the Mashantucket Tribal Council. "There is no way we would
11,000 people.
If Beltran were on the board allow an individual to comproof a casino company operating mise the future of the tribe. If
in Atlantic City or Las Vegas, he Tony Beltran was still the same
would have to be investigated person he appeared to be in the
and licensed by state authori- past, he could not wreak havoc
ties. They would make sure that here."
in the words of Nevada law, he
Law Students
and his associations would not
Giving City
"enhance the dangers of unsuitable, unfair or illegal practices."
Teenagers
They would find out that he
Advice
had served time in prison, had
three convictions over a 15-year
(The Hartford Courant)—
span and had left one young Kemesha Wilmot, a junior at
Hartford Public High School,
victim paralyzed for life.
Connecticut's gambling regu- has never been inside a courtlators have not looked at room and has met only a few
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lawyers, even though her ambition is to become a lawyer.
"I want to make sure innocent
people stay innocent," she said.
"I'm not here to change the system, but I'm here to improve it."

Hartford News
Saturday, the legal realm
came a step closer when
Wilmot and some fellow high
school students gathered out-

side the University of Connecticut School of Law in a combined book drive and informal
get- together with law students.
The law students are in an
internship program sponsored
by the Center for Children's Advocacy, which started a program in the high school earlier
this month to provide free legal
advice and mentoring to students.
The issues students are expected to bring up range from

squabbles with landlords to minor criminal matters, paternity
issues, foster care and inheritance questions.
The law students work under
the supervision of center Director Martha Stone.
"It's a way to try to do something about high school dropouts," said Stone. "A lot of the
problems kids come with are
legally related. If they can get
advice, it can help keep them in
school."

DUNCAN SHEIK
HUMMING

S13.Se CD

UNKLE
PSYENCE FICTION

VfSCijS fsvctics fKnicn;

SIS.93 CO
SHAWN MULLINB
, SOULS' CORE

$13.99 CD

CHRIS IBAAK
SPEAK DF THE DEVIL

S13.99 CO

CHEMICAL BROTHERS
BROTHERS GONNA
:
WORK IT OUT

The temporary repairs made last week
allowed the heating plant to begin operation.

ANDYSHEPARD

Heating Restored
continued from page one
Long Walk, MCEC and the Life
Sciences Center are on the hot
water system. Mather and the
rest of South Campus are steam
heated. Unfortunately, until the
new system is completed, the
entire campus will suffer from
the problems that arise from the
outdated steam heating system.
Construction will begin soon
on the south campus heating
system. "We're running a line
out to the television station,
right by south campus," explained Brown. "It makes it
more convenient to do that side
of campus next and work our
way in again." The entire system
should be complete in a year or
two.
.
The total conversion will cost
about $1 million and will cover
the entire campus with the. exception of the Crescent Street

dorms, each of which operate.
on their own boiler system. "It
may be convenient for them
now, but the new system will be
much more reliable than individual boilers," said Brown.
"Boilers break down all the time.
This new system won't give us
nearly as many problems."
In the meantime, the heat has
been repaired, at least temporarily, throughout campus. But
before more broken lines can be
located, some of the existing
holes around campus must be
filled in. "I have confidence the
repairs will last the duration of
the winter," said Brown. "When
we get a chance to do a more
thorough inspection, we can
make the repairs a little more
solid."
•
Until then, at least there is
heat, regardless of how warm it
is outside.

S1S.S9 CD

SIN£AD LOHAN
No MERMAID

$9.99 CD

For the best musk,
selection/ sound stations,
in-store appearances
and more

it has to be HMV.
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Touch of Evil Touches A r t
Welles develops his character into the
quintessential "good ol' boy" law enforcer,
STRANGESTcasting his career under a somewhat
;
dubious light. Quindlen rules his seedy
VENGEANCE
border town through intimidation and
. .EVER
his own sense of self-importance.
PLANNED!
Charkon Heston, as Mexican cop Mike
Vargas plays his antagonist. Janet Leigh
(of Psycho fame), as Vargas' wife Suzie,
is Heston's glamorous sidekick.
The two cops find themselves at cross
purposes as they attempt to solve the
murder. To Vargas' dismay, he finds the
situation is far more dark and sordid
than he imagined. In the process of
tracking a Mexican narcotics trafficker
who has kidnapped his wife Suzie,
Vargas uncovers a string of inconsistencies which implicate Quindlen in not
only the kidnapping, as well as the border murder, but in numerous other prior
crimes. In his rampage of power, and desire
to seek revenge on Mexicans,
,VAAJ-|LViir-Cr.C-riS;LTA'M 'JtC CHnAL
Quindlen is covering up a thirty-year
career of planting evidence, forcing
BY LIZ KISZONAS
phony confessions, and false convicArts Editor
tions. Despite the many intriguing
threads the plot creates, the story itself
When Orson Welles first finished actually plays second fiddle to its own
filming Touch, of Evil, Universal Studios development.
Touch of Evil is truly a masterpiece
felt it still wasn't ready for release. The
studio then proceeded to edit, recut and among nearly a century of movies. It is
refilm parts of the movie. When Welles noteworthy not for its complexity of
saw the finished product, he wrote a 58 plot- we have all seen countless rendipage memo deploring the film and beg- tions of the "dedicated cop gone bad" sceging for his own work to be restored. The nario. But in terms of pure film making,
studio refused, and released the film as Touch of Evil is memorable, both for its
is. Forty years later, Touch ofEvil has stunning cinematography as well as its
been re-released, the way the director finely wrought suspense sequences. The
and writer Orson Welles wanted it to be. thoughtful modern movie goer, who is
Touch of Evil's cast is a virtualwho's constantly being bombarded with eswho list of Tinseltown's finest: Orson sentially cheap and mindless cinema,
Welles, Charkon Heston, Janet Leigh, can appreciate a movie such as this that
demands the viewer to pay close attenMarlene Dietrich, Zsa Zsa Gabor.
The story takes place on the Ameri- tion to even the slightest of details.
Orson Welles'final great film fittingly
can-Mexican border in 1958. A murder
is committed, thus allowing the film to ends with Marlene Dietrich's character
follow a string of intrigues, and delve bidding "Adios." In the end, Touch of Evil
into the human psyche in the process. is less about entertainment, though it
The film revolves around the interaction succeeds on that end as well, than it is
between two cops. The masterful Welles about being Orson Welles' swan song
plays American cop, Hank Quindlen. homage to art.
••"••THE;

Looking for an interesting, thoughtprovoking film? Then check outTodd
Solondz's Happiness, a critically acclaimed but highly controversial look
at life in a New Jersey suburb. The
movie is currently playing at Real Art
Ways. For showtimes call 232-1006.
Yearning for some good musical
fare? Don't miss "Songs of the Renaissance," a recital by the vocal ensemble
Liber unUsualis. The ensemble, featuring Carolann Buff, Melanis
Germond, and William Hudson, will
perform Monday, November 2, at 4 PM
in Hamlin Hall.

On Wednesday, October 28 through
Friday, October 30, the Wu Wei Theater of Frankfurt, Germany will be
performing Bertolt Brecht's Good
Woman of Setzuan. The show will
take place at 8 PM in AAC's Garmany
Hall. Don't miss it!
Stop by Hamlin Hall on Thursday,
October 28 for the Fall 1998 Writers
Harvest. Not only will you hear some
great writers share their works, but all
proceeds will go directly to anti-hunger organizations in Connecticut. Jeffrey Walker, Susan Kinsolving, and
Amy Bloom are among the featured
writers.

McGinley Strives to Bring
Theater into Everyday Life

Miramax Home Video
Contest

BY BETH GILLIGAN

Arts Editor

When most people think of theater at
Trinity, a production at the Austin Arts
Center or Studio.19 might come to mind.
Paige McGinley '99 wants to change this.
In an attempt to alter students' perceptions about the arts at Trinity, her thesis
for the Theater and Dance Department
will consist of a long series of performances and events all over campus. In
the process, she hopes that people will
begin to think of performance as something that goes on around us everyday.
Throughout her four years at Trinity,
Paige has been involved in numerous
activities. Recently named the Presiden- •
tial Fellow for Theater and Dance, she
has enthusiastically taken part in various plays both on and off campus. This
summer Paige went to New York City to
take part in the production of Why She
Wears a Suit, written by Nancy Chu '95
and Kate Roberts'95. A number of Trinity alumni participated in the play,
which traveled to the Wilde Cafe in New
York and the Minneapolis Fringe Festival in Minnesota.
Paige says that one of the things she
loves most about theater is the fact that
it encourages people to think and reexamine things. Why She Wears a Suit, for
instance, challenged preconceived notions about sexuality.
In the past, Paige has staged plays in
the stairwell of the Life Sciences Center
and McCook Auditorium in an effort to
disassociate theater as being something
that only happens in venues such as
Austin Arts Center. She currently serves
as Assistant House Manager at Austin
Arts Center, and is at work on Megan'
Shea's production of Hamlet Machine.
This past September she directed Javier

•

WIN FREE VIDEOS INCLUDING: ARTEMISIA, THE
TRUCE, AND OPERATION CONDOR 2.

KATIE BRYANT

Theater and Dance major Paige
McGinley'99.

Chacin's Master Job for Studio 19.
She became involved in theater at
Trinity during her freshman after taking
a few courses in the subject. Paige says
she initially felt pressured to major in a
more "practical" subject, but has since
grown to see theater as such in its ability
to effect on the outside world. After
graduating from Trinity she hopes to
find a position in a regional theater company and eventually go to graduate
school. In the meantime, she will continue to write plays, letters, and fiction.
"Paige is just an extraordinary person,"
commented Ian Lang '99. Throughout
her years at Trinity, she has successfully
helped integrate the arts into more
people's lives, or, as she puts it "creating
a place for people who don't necessarily
consider themselves artists."

Bl'ENA VI5T<>i TiCTURtS DISTIib-jTi

A scene from the recent Miramax film Artemisia.

ARTEMISIA:
Artemisia is a 17th Century painter
from what country?
(date of release: 11/10/98)

OPERATION CONDOR 2:
The film stars the #1 action hero in the
world. Who is he?
(date of release: 11/17/98)

THE TRUCE:
The film stars John Turturro as
chemist-turned-writer Primo Levi.
His books chronicle what historical
tragedy?
(date of release: 12/15/98)
Send all answers to The Tripod Box
702582. One entry per student.
Must be a Trinity student to
participate. Tripod staff not eligible.

CONGRATULATIONS TO LAST MONTH'S WINNERS!!!
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Video Game Caters To
A Mature Audience

JlJDE
No ONE'S REALLY BEAUTIFUL

views that he wanted to be a
film maker. His interest in this
medium is evident throughout
the game. At the start of the
Video games have often been game, as you are sneaking past
thought of as an immature form enemy guards, the credits are
of entertainment. For the most displayed. Every time you meet
.part they are as the industry has a new character, their name, as
continued to limit its scope to well as the actor who provides
their voice, is displayed. This
children and teens.
Sony's entrance into the video gives the game a very cinematic
game market with the feel.
Playstation seems to be changAs you continue to play Metal
ing this. Their target audience Gear Solid, you find yourself
is closer to the late-teens/twen- caught up in an intense plot.
ties crowd. Konami's latest There is a mysterious ninja, a
game, Metal Gear Solid, proves psychic, a traitor among your
that the video game industry is ranks, and (what action flick
. BY JOHN AKIN
?
Arts Writer

$10.99 CD

HIPSTERS, ZODTB S WINQTIPS
HIPSTER, ZOOTS S. WINGTIPS

•^%SS ; ^®^/:

$13.39 CD

The'90s Swingers

BIZZY BONE

You never know who is going to betray
who next, but somehow the plot keeps
itself from becoming tedious.
maturing into a valid form of would be complete without) a
beautiful lady spy The plot conentertainment, if not art
Those of us who had an J^JES., tinues, to twist ,through.qut, the
back in the day might remem- game. "Vbu never know who is
ber the game Metal Gear and going to betray who next, but
possibly it's successor, Metal somehow the plot keeps itself
Gear 2: Solid Snake's Revenge. from becoming tedious.
Metal Gear Solid even atMetal Gear Solid is the 3rd in the
series, and it has come a long tempts to go where other video
games fear to t,read. As you enway.
• The plot of Metal Gear Solid counter more characters you
involves the player becoming begin to learn more about your
action hero Solid Snake. A past as a mercenary. Your chargroup of international terrorists acter begins to question his achave seized a nuclear facility lo- tions and tries to tackle some
cated on a small island off the more mature ethical questions
coast of Alaska and are threat- and issues. The game actually
ening to launch a nuclear attack builds up realistic relationships
if the US government does not between characters and uses
turn over the remains of the leg- them to drive you further on
your quest, which turns out to
endary soldier'Big Boss.' Snake's
be more personal than patriotic.
job is to break into the base, find
:
Of course all of this realism
out if the group has the capabil
ity to launch a nuclear attack, and story depth is well and
good, but what really makes a
and if so, to disable it.
The gameplay of Metal Gear game is the gameplay. The conSolid is not that far off from the trol is excellent. The player can
original. The most important run, shoot, crawl through vents,
element of the game is 'stealth.' hide behind things (or even inIt is better to sneak past an en- side a cardboard box), set mines,
emy, unnoticed, than to kill him flip enemies, and even endure a
and draw attention to yourself. maniac's torture device. You
never know what's coming
This is a refreshing change from
next.
the wanton killing that takes
Just when you think you've
place in most games these days.
The environment of Metal seen it all, they've got you
Gear Solid is outstanding. It is rapelling down the side of a
obvious that a lot of thought building with a helicopter
was put into this game. Enemy shooting at you, or trying to
soldiers respond to sight, sound, keep a psychic from reading
and touch. If you run through your mind.
Those who have a Playstation
the snow a soldier may see your,
foot prints and start following with a dual shock controller
them. If you are hiding behind will get the most out of this
a box and the guard sets your game. While many other
breath in the cold air he will games simply use the'shock'
become suspicious. If you step function to indicate when
in a puddle the enemy will hear you've been hit, Metal Gear Solid
the splash. All of these elements goes far beyond this. When you
come together to further im- use a sniper rifle, you can actually feel your character's heart
merse the player into the game's
beating. When a man who
world.
you've been talking to dies, you'
Metal Gear Solid's creator, can feel his last few breaths. The
Hideo Kojima, has said in inter-

HEAVEN'Z MOVIE

$13.99 CD
LESS THAN JAKE
HELLO ROCKVIEW

$10.99 CD

ELLIOT SMITH

XO

$8.99 CD

For the best mush/
selection, sound stations,
in-store appearances
and more

It has to be HMV.

amount of work that went into
this game is simply amazing.
Metal Gear Solid is a landmark game. The graphics are
state of the art (for the
Playstation), the sounds and
music fit the game perfectly,
and the game has an extremely
'polished' feel to it. Bottom line:
This game has been in development for five years and it shows.
If you buy one game this year,
this should be it.

Interested in writing for the
Tripod Arts Section? Contact
Beth orLiz at x2589. Ore-mail
us at TripodArts@mail.trincoll.edu.
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Trinity Students Shine in Slow Gherkin Plays
Schwartz Revue at AAC at the Underground
BY CHRIS W U
tuned this piece to near perfec- '00. Gerald Moshell directed the
Arts Writer
production and accompanied
tion.
' - Arts Writer
"Butterflies are Free," like all the group on the piano.
With unbridled fury and
Following Sunday's perforthe other pieces that followed
There's nothing like a good was also well choreographed. mance, Schwartz spoke on the frenzy, Santa Cruz, CA's own
song to put you in a good mood. And except for the occasional themes in his songs as well as Slow Gherkin ripped through a
And there's nothing like thirty stumble or dropped hat, the per- how his life has affected the di- set of poppy ska songs in the
great songs performed and. formers did a good job of carry- rection his music has taken. Underground Coffeehouse a
acted by stunningly vibrant ing it out. Their voices were According to Schwartz, his re- week ago.
Their blaring horns and solid
vocalists to take you away from strong, and in most cases, it was lationship with his father is one
the world to a place where you reported that they could be of the most frequent subjects guitar riffs powering them on,
can look back on your life with heard clearly in the back rows, expressed in his music. He also Slow Gherkin played tracks off
discussed the current state of their new release on Asian Man
a clean perspective.
even on the high notes.
That's exactly what "Ain't it
What followed the opening Broadway and how, because of Records, "Shed Some Skin." This
Good: A Stephen Schwartz Re- was a host of similarly impres- union regulations, it is now pro- album is heavy with stylistic
vue" does. Performed this past sive numbers ranging from the hibitively expensive to produce hints of the Clash, Fugazi,
weekend in the Goodwin The- comically goofy to the many worthwhile musicals. Skankin' Pickle and Elvis
Costello.
ater, the Revue was incredible.
A four piece horn section feaStephen Schwartz has conWhat followed the opening was a host of
turing
Peard (sax), Phil
tributed music and/or lyrics to
similarly impressive numbers ranging from BoutelleRoss
(sax), Josh "Monty"
many Broadway productions
the comically
goofy
to the
Montgomery (trumpet), and
including Godspell, Pippin, The
Matt Porter (trombone) danced,
Magic Show, The Baker's Wife,
heartwrenchingly thoughtful.
played their hearts out, and
Working, and Rags. He has also
written music and lyrics for heartwrenchingly thoughtful After his talk, Schwartz per- danced a little more, making
Disney movies such as Many of the songs also dealt formed three of his newer songs another bid for "Greatest Live
Pocahontas and The Hunchback with a variety of important is- which can be found on his.re- Horn Section Ever." Duo
sues or thoughts, which made cently released album entitled frontmen James Rickman and
of Notre Dame.
Even those who didn't attend the show even more profound. Reluctant Pilgrim. Schwartz A J. Marquez, put on a fine show
the Revue can tell from this im- From song to song, the audience spent the remaining minutes as well, switching leads, doing
pressive cannon that Schwartz was taken through a series of answering questions from the the herky-jerky, and plain rockaudience. He happily replied to ing out. Zack "Ollie" Olsen,
is certainly not lacking in talent provocative subject matters.
or originality. But it was the
The vocal ensemble was com- each question with a quick and Zack Kent (bass), and Peter
group of Trinity students who prised of students Ernesto intelligent response, seeming to Cowan (keyboards) supplied
the backbone for the band.
truly took the spotlight this Anguilla '99Justin Ball '01, Pe- enjoy himself.
The opener, "How Now Lowweekend.
ter Blair 'Oljeanette Bonner '02,
"Ain't it Good" was certainly
This highly talented squad Nina Caballero '02, Kristen a show to be remembered. For a brow," kicked things off by repstole the show away from Delaney '00, Suzanne Farrell '99, couple of hours, the rest of the resenting the band in all ways:
Schwartz. The Revue opened Michelle Kennedy '99, Rodney world faded into the back- horns, gang vocals, and jumpwith "Butterflies Are Free." It McKinney '02, Jennifer Noakes ground, as the Revue brought ing. The set highlights included
was evident after the first.:• '01, Timothy O'Brien '01,,-Eliza- fantasticrnusic with intelligent "Get Some More," (title .track).
couple of minutes that the stu- beth Rohfritch '99, Laila themes to the Trinity commu- "Shed Some Skin," "Reminder"
and "Roger," a song about James'
dents had rehearsed and fine- Schmutzler '99, and Jim Valerio nity.
BY GRAHAM THOMAS

WWW. SLOWGHEKKiN.COM/ BiO/

cat. They also played a few
tracks off their first release
"Double Happiness," including
"Slaughterhouse," "Thumbs
Down to Generation X" and
"Salsa III."
The.show came to a climactic end with the sudden appearance of Trinity TV on the scene,
choreographing a scene of
bouncy Trin-Trin kids and one
rocking ska band. It boosted and
gave Gherkin's closer, "Trapped
Like Rats in Myers Flat," a final
happy, heaving hurrah.
Though the turnout was not
amazing, it was decent enough,
and those who were able to witness Gherkin in full power truly
appreciated it.
Slow Gherkin is now on tour
with NYCs finest ska band, the
Toasters. They plan to hit the
books next semester, and go
back to school, giving the band
a well needed, rest after major
touring, album recording and
living like pop-stars.

IBC
Oppervheimer
A CIBC WORLD MARKETS COMPANY
Investment Banking Opportunities
High Yield Debt
Public and Private Equity
Mezzanine Finance
Mergers and Acquisitions
Merchant Banking
Restructuring and Advisory
We will be participating in the New YorkRecruiting Consortium
Monday, January 11,1999
The Coleman Center, New York City
Resume drop date - October 30,1998
We are young, energetic, entrepreneurial and one of North America's
leading and fastest growing financial institutions.
Find out more about opportunities with us through The Office of Career Services or visit us at
www.cibcwm.com.
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BY JON-DAVID
HOPPENFELD AND
SCOTT SHNAY
Features Writers

On October 24th and the
25th, the Columns Society participated in the Maple Avenue

Clean-up Project and Halloween on Vernon Street. The
Maple Avenue Clean Up consisted of the Columns working
together with junior highschoolers from the Hartford
area.
From 9 a.m. until 12:00 a.m.
the students cleaned the parks

and streets along Maple Avenue
and Webster Street. Along with
the clean-up, a number of members of the Columns' contingency hung posters supporting
the funding for the renovations
of some of Hartford's public
schools in the South End. The
volunteers covered areas from

Members of The Columns Society congregate for the community.

'%

BY LINDA PACYLOWSKI
Features Editor

On a recent trip to the Career
Services' office, I came under a
remarkable realization. I do not
have a future. Nothing. I should
not look forward to graduation,
because I will have nothing to
do with my life after I graduate
except continue serving pizza
and living at home with mom
and dad. I will never find a job
due to an "inadequate" resume
and forget about interviewing
because I just do not nave the
right stuff or the right Ann Taylor suit. (Navy is more professional than black these days, I'm
told. Damn progressive fashion
trends.)
So what do I do, then? A job
is the goal of college. Without a
job, there is no point to college.
I guess one could simply stay in
, college until they find a job. It
has been done.
So I figure, I have nothing to
lose here. Without a future, I
can really do anything I want
without worrying about failure.
So I looked into the benefits of
living a post-college, unemployed life.' ,
#1—Free rent with mom and
dad. Your parents, without a
doubt, may be a little disappointed that you did not find a
job with your nice, little Trinity
diploma. But they really
couldn't disown you for it.
Therefore, moving back in with
the parents could be financially

possible and preferable.^ Hopefully, they won't charge you rent
or force you to chip into the
utilities bill.
If they try to make you, in order to instill some semblance of
"real world responsibility",
here's an argument— You are
never on your own, until you are
• living on your own. What do
they want to do? Make you pay
money that could be spent on
your job-finding process for
utilities that would be paid regardless of the fact that you live

have a job at all, then you can
still be anything that you want
to be.
If you're an unemployed college graduate (like me, at this
time next year), you can say
something like, "I'm looking
into becoming the first woman
under 25 to swim the English
Channel entirely underwater."
You don't have a job, so they
can't prove you wrong.
# 3 - Freedom, freedom, freedom. Who needs a job where
you have to take orders from
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Park Street to Franklin Avenue,
and from Franklin Avenue to
Capitol Avenue. The main
clean-up was for a newly developed park that had been formed
when a number of abandoned
buildings were demolished.
The Columns members also assisted in renovating a rock wall
along a row of store
fronts that had
fallen apart over
the years.
During Halloween on Vernon
Street on Sunday,
the
Columns
hosted two games
of "Candy Cups."
The children had to
throw a ping-pong
ball into a formation of cups filled
with candy. The
Columns* event
was deemed the favorite of a number
of participants.
One
trickertreater,
named
Corey, insisted on
staying until the
very end to hangbut and play, but
didn't want to take
the candy so that
the other kids
would get some.

From 3:00 to 6:00 many kids
came back to the Columns, and,
by the end, everyone was playing against each other and calling each other by name. Corey's
behind-the-back shots took the
competition. Over the course of
the afternoon it wasn't unusual
to see a Columns member picking up one of the younger participants and helping them
with the toss.
Another hit of the afternoon
was "the blue-M&M girl." She
was the afternoon's Most Improved Player, and was unstoppable by the end of the event.
The jackpot shots were a crowd
favorite, as the winners were
seen bragging about their victories to family and friends.
The community service
weekend was a success for the
participants and beneficial for
the community as a whole. The
Columns Society will be participating in future community
service projects including a
Blood Drive on November 9, for
which they already have over
140 volunteers. Themembersof
the Columns would like to put
out an invitation to anyone who
is interested in participating in
the Blood Drive or any of the
future projects. If anyone is interested, please contact Kosuke
Ikeda at 297-2883. .

were independently wealthy, or
that you married a trust fund
baby) You don't have a boss to
answer to or deadlines to meet.
You are free to travel the world,
or just get wasted every night of
the week. No responsibilities,
(And no pay checks, either.)
#4—Summer vacations. Unless you're a teacher (or you live
in Italy as pointed out by colleague Marisa Guastaferro "99),
you won't get summer vacations anymore. You have the
same job every day, close to 365

ment banker who always has to
"go to the bathroom" when the
check is placed in the center of
the table. You are the sad and
pathetic unemployed college
graduate who should be pitied
by anyone capable of that emotion. (I'm counting on this one.)
You literally cannot pay your
share.
But your friends won't exclude you from the night's affair
(not at first, at least) because
you'll be the one who's the most
fun to go out with. You'll be the
guy who can stay out until
dawn, drink in the nearest state
with the latest last call. You'll
be the guy that they'll call when
they want to relive those crazy
college days. And they'll pay
you for it,
I am not alone in these feelings. Now maybe my realization that I have no future is a bit
severe. Maybe there is still hope
of getting a job. Maybe I'm exaggerating just a bit. Applying
to colleges was the last hard
process we had to go through.
We had three years off, and here
we go again.
The scary part is this— if we
don't get a job, we don't have the
ability to take time off in order
to find ourselves. Rent will be
due. (Not for me, though, because I'll be living with mom
and dad.) Bills must be paid.
(Credit debt doesn't allow me to
have any credit cards, so I'm in
the clear there, too.) The "real
world" is waiting for us. Hopefully a job will be, too.

Living with mom and dad means getting free meals. You don't
"go dutch" with mom and dad. You don't have to tip your mom
when she serves you meat loaf and green bean casserole.
in the house?
Living with mom and dad
means getting free meals. You
don't "go dutch" with mom and
dad. You don't have to tip your
mom when she serves you meat
loaf and green bean casserole.
They will probably feel so bad
that you have failed as a person
(it's the way you'll feel, I bet),
that they won't want you to go
hungry, too.
# 2 - The ability to lie about
your "job" to friends. If you have
a job, then you really can't lie
about what you do. For example, if you're in data entry,
you can't be a Navy SEAL on the
side. You're job is in data entry,
and the payroll confirms that.
Lying about what you do is less
respectable when you actually
do something. But if you don't

someone else? (But wouldn't it
be great to give the orders?)
Who needs the monotony of a
9 — 5 job? (Hmm, but I bet those
weekends would be nice. And
a good nightlife, too.) Who
wants to spend hundreds of dol-.
lars on boring suits and conservative shoes? (I'd spend a
thousand dollars on one suit if I
had a job to wear it to.) Who really wants to work out of an office? (Unless it's in the corner
and overlooks the harbor. Then
I'd like to have two of them.)
Who wants to lead a life
where you have to go to the
same place everyday, month after month, before you can take
a vacation?
Without a job, you have the
freedom to do whatever you
want it to. (Provided that you

days out of the year. There will
be no summering in Maine, because your job will most likely
require your attendance.
Summering in Maine will
consist of quick weekend getaways which will cost money
that you won't have since you'll
be paying rent. But if you were
unemployed, let the clams on
the beaches of Cape Cad beware
because you can dig to your
heart's content.
#5— You can be a college
coach and never leave college!
But I guess technically, that's not
the same as being unemployed.
# 6 - You'll be a justified
mooch. When you go out with
friends (if you still have any),
you have a legitimate excuse for
not having any money. It's not
like you'rejoe the stingy invest-
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A Problematic Party Policy
A Commentary on Trinity's "New"Drinking Guidelines
BY NICK BROWN
Features Writer

Ahhh, don't you just love Trinity.
Where else can you be surrounded by a
beautiful campus, beautiful people, and
a leisurely drinking policy that aside
from making your friends at other
schools marvel a: the freedom of which
we consume, also keeps us out of potentially dangerous situations like drunk
driving and underage arrests? We know
how to have a good time and we are
blessed with an administration which is
not only dedicated to higher education
and helping the City of Hartford, but also
understands and protects our natural
desires to party.
Excuse me Nick, perhaps you were enjoying your Reading Vacation awayfrom
H—Townand haven't beeninformed that
the Tap got raided and we now need
trained managers at our parties, not to
mention the complications that the good
ol' Nutmeg State has caused us by objecting to our partyfacilities...
Trinity, I think we have a problem. And
while those of you out of the undergraduate ranks reading this may think
that this does not affect you, let me point
out how it does. First and foremost let it
be stated, as Sally Struthers so emotionally does on those late-night
infomercials, that "Where there's a will,
there's a way." You can't stop us, you can
only hope to contain us. These restrictions will undoubtedly entice students
to test the downtown bar scene, something seldom done by Trinitites accustomed to the on-campus par ty scene. By
going to trie Tap Cafe and College View
Cafe (why are they cafes and not called
bars?) students can walk on over to our
two watering holes and stumble on back
at closing.

By filtering the activity downtown we
are greatly increasing the risk of drunk
driving accidents and arrests which will
lead to a lot of problems for not only
those involved, but for the school as a
whole. One of our largest fears is losing
a member of this community to an alcohol or drug related death-something
greatly accelerated by incorporating
driving into the mix.
Secondly, the golden road to the downtown area leads us right through the
beautiful Broad and Park Street areas
which we love to boast about to our family and friends. While President Dobelle
has a plan to help clea.n up this area—
which has deservedly received high
praise—it nevertheless does not change
the fact that the area still remains very
dangerous late at night. Couple this with
the luxurious automobiles that are littered across this campus and you are
adding another potentially dangerous
element that could lead to altercations
between those in the neighborhood and
students, who following a night at the
Brickyard or at Velvet, may have acquired
a bit more confidence. While the area is
not fully comprised of the America's
Most Wanted All-Stars, it nevertheless
does present some characters that
mommy and daddy don't want around
their sons and daughters late at night.
Excuse me Nick, I hate to interrupt you
again, but unlike you ,Tm under 21 and
may have a tough time getting into those
bars. What am I to do?
Every senior class has always said,
"Man, we had it so much better before
your class was here." While I doubted
them as I listened to their countless glory
stories, 1 have to say that it just might be
true. Never before did you have to pour
your beer out onto the concrete of
Vernon Street, or worry when a campus
safety officer was approaching your gen-

eral vicinity. Now concealment is truly this as the only area this side of the Cave
an art as the members of this campus to have a party? A nd if the answer is they
have found out. But what is even more didn't because they did not anticipate
threatening to a former top five party the crack down by the State due to the
school is the State raiding our treasured positive relations they had, I'd buy it bewatering holes which led to the arrest of cause it's true. Trinity is not the enemy
students. We can only imagine what's here, the State is.
Anyone who has met Brian Kelly and
next: The Hall, AD, the Party Barn? I
mean they close "package" stores at eight members of his staff know that they are
and on Sundays, isn't that punishment all here for us and don't want to cause
any complications. Campus Safety perenough?
For the underprivileged, 1 mean un- forms an invaluable service and anyone
derage, your battle is still not lost but who thinks that they are the enemy is
there are signs that are not encouraging. ignorant.
The powers that be have set down the
The good ol' Nutmeg State wants to create more problems by insisting on new new student drinking policy and just
restrictions which will limit the on- like us, Campus Safety is forced to abide
campus ability to hold parties due to the by it. While the policy is a topic for ancomplications presented by the design other discussion it does not greatly limit
and location of our facilities. But what our ability to have a drink.
Aside from that we still have our bars,
puzzles me is why the State and Hartford would under take such measures af- our frats, our barn and cave parties, and
ter all that Trinity and President Dobelle our rooms. Thankfully we haven't
reached the era when our rooms will get
are doing for the City.
If Connecticut wants to help itself out raided for booze and we can only hope
or do whatever their aim is, they should they won't enlist General Ed Stigall to
help Dobelle out and pay more attention undertake that as a part of his ORL duto Frog Hollow before hauling the dan- ties.
gerous convicts from the Tap Cafe down1 really can't offer my underage
town. If there's room for them in prison, partiers any advice aside from staying on
there's got to be room for the menaces to the course and not losing faith, make it
to the store before eight, and hope that
society which roam Hartford.
What is a Party Manager? Could some- your school can recognize that you still
one please tellme because I'd like to know. are going to find a way to drink and have
"I'm your manager for this party tonight. a good time even though you're under 21.
I may have to lift the bartender if he gets It has happened here and at fine and
tired around midnight, but I have a lesser academic institutions across this
righty and lefty in the bullpen ready to great land that we call America.
While we don't need to crack the top
serve beer all night. I will also card every member in this place and prevent ten party school rankings again, perhaps
any potential walk of shames."
. , we can all work out a way that will safely
• '•. I guess managers have been instituted restore the spciafl. life that many of us
to correc t the problems of the Par ty Barn. have become accustomed to and enjoy
This also puzzles me because, forgive my and quickly shed the shackles that an
inquiry, shouldn't the school have unappreciative State is imposing on one
checked out the rules before designating of the true gems she has.
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Happy Birthday to you!! Encore! Encore! If you think you are being smiled
at, you are. Your friends and acquaintances applaud your fun this weekend.
It was well deserved and all in the
name of the birthday spirit. All month
long you've been saving up, and if you
wanted an explosive October, you got
what you wanted. The only thing left
to say is: Where do you go from here?

Time to get a grip on reality. Your
friends might just be being nice, so don't
follow their advice too closely. If you
think about your needs, you will find
that something is lacking. You need to
fill the void. Although you may not be
able to regain something you've lost, you
may find something new to take it's
place. Enjoy.

Hey. This weekend you definitely
showed others what you are made of. No
more making fun of you, tiger. Keep it
up, you may be able to perform as well
this weekend if given the chance. Keep
your head up and your eyes open. Oh,
and keep the lights on too, if you want.
Rest up, you never know what is in store.

Just because you had a lot of fun last
weekend doesn't mean you can't have
even more fun this weekend. Be good
to yourself and enjoy the party. Be
thrifty on your costume plans for Halloween, the person you want to impress will be noticing }ou regardless of
what you are wearing. Like I said, don't
be bashful, enjoy the attention.

SAGITTARIUS
This week I'm not feelin' so particular.
Have a good week, take a load off. A
ragin' Halloween is in your future. I'll
be the one in red. If your thoughts are
focused elsewhere, he or she will come
to you. Let them make the first move
for a change. If you don't succeed this
weekend, it is okay to try, try again. Oh,
and that paper you've been putting off?
Get it done or it will come back to
haunt you. How? Only time will tell.
CAPRICORN
Release some tension. Halloween is a
great time to explore your creative side.
Get funky with a costume, you never
know, you might catch someone's attention. Pursue interests, you will be
rewarded. Like with a fortune cookie
fortune, feel free to add "in bed" to the
end of that last sentence.

TlSCE-S
"I know what you did last weekend"
may sound like your theme right now,
but don't fret. Though you may have
been frolicking in the spotlight, you were
hidden enough to shelter you from criticism, which is more than you can say for
your roommate. Keep the lines of communication open with that special per-,
son if you want things to progress. If not,
it may not be meant to be anything more
than a good friendship.

ARILS
Stop talking about others like that; you
risk someone pulling off your costume
this weekend, and it won't be a pretty
sight. And if you think they aren't listening, beware, they may be just around
the corner with ears open. Perfect something which may need some work. Everything takes time.

GEMINI
Twins are trouble, which you proved
this weekend. Be careful not to repeat,
you are being given a second chance this
weekend. Show up in your best costume
idea and keep the noise levels in check—
you will amazed at the results, sort of
like that Miracle Gro you tried last year.
Just kidding. If you can take the heat, get
back in the kitchen. Open up a can of
your special "somethin' somethin'" and
count the pleased faces in the crowd.

VIRGO
This is your weekend for getting in on
the action. You can plan it for others,
but now is the time to.be selfish. Stuck
in a love triangle? Sometimes those can
be fun-or more trouble than they are
worth. It's up to you to decide how important the object of your affection is;
arid be sure he/she is willing to play
on your team.

CANCLR
Sometimes life hands you something
you don't exactly know how to deal with.
We've all been in that situation. And it's
not necessarily a bad thing either. What
are you gonna do? If your heart is in it,
go for it; if not, that's okay too. Just do
what you feel is right, even if it takes you
awhile to figure it out;

You are a rockstar and a half! That's the
way to show your stuff—just be careful
not to spread the wealth too wide,
people may start to talk. • If you don't
mind, keep on keepin' on. If you are
starting to worry yourself, don't worry,
you've been through enough to hold
out for a few more weeks.
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SPOTLIGHT

10. This isn't sgaotly the kind of hoekupI had in m l
9. Can we order out? Brsto's is stiil open.
8. Do you know who my fathsr is?
7.1 ean't sleep without my Uura Ashley eomforter.
6. My nerves! I need another drink,
5.Yeah,*5.
4. But we 90 to

<V';fcr»;w

2. Late
1. Can i flex my bail?

Shuco Homecraft, LP
Up to $ 10 per hour + Bonus
No Experience Shouldn't Mean No Opportunity
We offer: Full or Part-time Schedule, Weekly Bonuses to
$25 per hour, Medical Insurance, Paid Holidays and
Vacations, Fully Paid Training

Positions Start Immediately

3. What's your favorite soda?
Brian Hazelton isfrom Dalton, Massachusetts. He'saBiology major with an
Eastern Religion minor. Other than
Mt.Dew Soda's only for caffeine.
acting as President of Crow, Brian is a
tutor in Organic Chemistry and a stu- 4. What do you want to be when
dent trainer.
you grow up?
L As President of Alpha Chi Rho
A high school biology teacher. I
(aka Crow), where do you see the don't want to research, I just want
organization in 20 years?
to spend time with kids. Maybe
coach.
I see Crow as a fully established,
national charter with a house. I
5. Who is the one person that
probably won't come back and you'd like most to meet?
party with them then. Probably
not.
Earl Schaffer, the first and the
oldest man to walk the Appala2. Describe your dream course.
chian Trail..
Archaeology with Dr. Jones.
6. What is a good memory you'll
Hands on, across the world with take from Trinity?
just me and the doctor. No tests, no
grades. Just a whole lot of action.
Steve.

USIHG THE WEB
WHENYOU WRITE
A WRITING WORKSHOP FOR
TRINITY STUDENTS
What do these two
Be as ties have in common?

Conducted By Beverly Wall
What resources for writers are "out there" on the
Internet? And how can you find and evaluate the best
information? This workshop will introduce major
writing tools, starting points for research, and aids for
evaluating the quality of what you find

Find out - in a new, interesting and
valuable course* being offered on
three consecutiveThursday nights
in November.
Call 297-5233 or E Mail
atbmacdonald@lmsdesign.com
Space limited-sign up now.
*Ncm-credit course, sponsored by the Dept. of Fine Arts
and the Career Services Department

LSC 138 4:15-5:30
Thursday, October 29,1998
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Around
Trinity
B+G Workers Clean Up
Anything For Money
Notice any nasty stench in
the Cook arch lately? Apparently someone couldn't pay the
puker enough to puke somewhere else. Since the party Saturday night celebrated the
birthdays of three students, AT
can't help but wonder if the offender was one of the recentlyturned 21-year-olds.
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LECTURES
Finance Lecture
On November 2nd, Dr. Bill Maurer, UC Irvine, will be
presenting "Alternative Globalizations: Islamic Banking and Local Currencies as New Cultures of Finance"
in the Reese Room of the Smith House at 4 p.m.
The lecture will be followed by a reception from 5:306:30 in the Mason Room of the Smith House.
The presentation will consider globalization, alternative financing, and notions of community. Dr. Maurer
has also published widely on gender issues, land, citizenship and alternative financing and development in
the Caribbean.

Domestic Violence
On October 28 in the Boyer Auditorium, Hedda
Nussbaum wil be presenting a lecture sponsored by the
Women's Center.
In honor of Domestic Violence Awareness Month, she
will speak about her experiences with years of domestic violence and torture.
Call the Women's Center at x2408 for more information.

Physics Seminar
When In Rome... Or At Least
Hartford

Word of Trinity students
fondness for drunken vandalism must have spread around.
One recent visitor to the college
decided he wanted to water
Evan Dobelle's flowers. However, when spotted by Campus
Safety, this newcomer quickly
zipped up to flee the scene, but
in so doing hosed his pants. Just
as well, if he had been caught
the new-age GS'officers might
have tossed him in jail for the
night or used pepper spray on
Captain Winkie.
Groove Me, Baby!

Oh, young love. What I
wouldn't give to see a repeat of
the rough and tumbling makeout session outside of the
Chapel Saturday night. AT
hopes this turns into something
more^or at least a good friendship. Though, after going
through something like that together, AT sort of hopes it wasn't
just a one night thing.

On Friday, October30 at 3:00 pm in McCook 106,Prof.
Harold Metcalf of the State University of New York will
give a lecture end tied "Laser Cooling and the 1997 Nobel
Prize in Physics."
The talk will discuss some of the important ideas revolving around the technique of laser cooling which
won the 1997 Nobel Peace Prize in physics and also shed
some light on related topics under current investigation.
Refreshments will be served, strating at 2:45"pm.

Chapel Happenings
Wednesday, Oct. 28
M^^Eni^if-•
\}•, R<^an,Q$
lSr
' 'l '
Crypt Chapel

TTraisday,Oct.29
' 6 3 0 pm ; ;
ZenMeditatipn
' •,
'•',.' CryptChapel

Sunday, Nov. 1
'-, 5:00 pm.
7:00 pm

'

There will no longer be Late
Nights at AD, nor will there be
any nights at Psi U. The Party
Barn's future is in the air, and if
you aren't 21, forget about the
. bar scene. Therefore, AT will no
longer have anything to write
about since everyone will be
perpetually sober.

Nazarin
On Wednesday, October 28, the Spanish American
Film Series will continue with Nazarin, a story taken
from a Spanish novel and transposed to turn-of-the century Mexcio.
Nazarin is the story of a priest who is ridiculed for
following the path of Christ and defrocked for championing a prostitute and an outcast. He takes to the road
with the two women until they are smashed by and
uncaring world.
The movie will take place in Cinestudio at 7:30. A
speech by Prof. Carlos Lechner will precede the film and
a discussion period will follow.

Poetry Reading
On Wednesday, November 4, Luis J. Rodriguez, acclaimed author of Always Running: La Vida Loca.Gang
Days in L.A., returns to Real Artways Theater with his
new book of poetry, Trochemoche.
Rodriguez's poetry, powerful lines about urban youth,
family and the plight of neglected communities; has
been acclaimed by the American Poetry Review and
Publishers Weekly.
For more information, contact the Real Artways Theater at (860) 232-1006.

From October 28-30, Austin Arts Center will present
the Wu Wei Theater of Frankfurt's dazzling two person adaptation of Bertolt Brecht's modern masterwork
of epic theater.
Performed in German, the piece comes alive for all
adventuresome theatergoers through inventive use of
an English-speaking guide; live music arid powerful
acting style. This play is presented as part of the Center
Artists Series in association with the Goethe Institute
of Boston.
The play will take place in Garmany Hall. Tickets
are $12 genral admission and $8 discount Admission
is free for students. For more information call Austin
Arts Center.

Roman Catholic Mass
\fespers Service

CINESTUDIO
The Saltman of Tibet

AT Faces Early Retirement

Come and enjoy readings and performances by noted
local writers and artists and help raise money for the
homeless.
Your donations will go directly to anti-hunger organizations right here in Connecticut.
The event will take place on October 29, at 5:30 pm
in Hamlin Hall.
For more information on the Writer's Harvest, contact the English Department

Good Woman of Setzuan

People In Glass Houses
Shouldn't Hook Up

Speaking of PDA, AT spotted
a rather raucous crowd outside
of Highrise cheering on one of
their Psi-U brethren as he put
the moves on a young filly in
the stairwell. Apparently, the
two of them paid no mind to
the fact that all of their extrasaucy actions were visible to
anyone because there are windows surrounding all of the
stairs in that building.

The Writer's Harvest

Thu.,Oct.29
Fri.,Oct.30
Sat, Oct. 31
Sun.-Tues.,Oct.l-3

, 7:30 pm
7:00 pm
2:30 pm, 7:00 pm
7:30 pm

(1998) Written and directed by Ulrike Koch. Cinematographer: Pio Corradi. Music by Stefan and Frank Wulff. In
Tibetan with English subtitles. Cinestudio presents the Hartford Premiere of a sublime new film that witnesses the
sacred pilgrimage of a nomadic Tibetan community. This exceptional documentary contains neither voice-over narration or Western interpretation: it simply follows the caravan of four pilgrims to the salt lakes of Northern Tibet, for
a centuries-old ritual of gathering the tears of the goddess Tara. In spite of Beijing's ban on filmmaking inside Tibet,
ethnographer Ulrike Koch and her small crew brought home incredible images of a culture on the verge of extinction. The film's haunting opening features a revered woman shaman, who goes into a trance to sing an epic tale that
will protect the nomads on their spiritual journey to "the roof of the world." 110 min.

Snake Eyes (R)

Fri. & Sat., Oct. 30 & 31

9:20 pm

(1998) Directed by Brian De Palma. Screenplay by David Koepp. Cast: Nicholas Cage, Gary Sinise, Carla Guigino,
John Heiird, Brian De Palrna, the bad boy of the film school brat pack that included Scorsese, Spielberg and Coppola,
is back! His new thriller subverts expectations of the genre with the same pyrotechnics as his earlier classics Carrie
and Caporie. The film's dazzling opening is a 20 minute take with no cuts, that brings us inside an Atlantic City
casino to witness the murder of the Secretary of Defense. A wackily manic cop, played by Nicholas Cage, has the
Herculean job of picking out the killer from the 14,000 possible suspects who were there, "a brilliant, smoking car
wreck of a movie" J. Hoberman, Village Voice 100 min.

Dance With Me (PG)

Sun., Nov. 1

2:30 pm

(1998) Directed by Randa Haines. Screenplay by Daryl Matthews. Choreography by Matthews and Liz Curtis. Cast:
Vanessa Williams, Chayanne, Kris Kristofferson, Joan Plowright. In a special benefit for the Connecticut US Amateur Ballroom Dancers Association, Cinestudio presents a one-time screening of a hot new film that promises to have
you dancing the sarnba, or at least wishing that you could. Puerto Rican heart throb Chayanne turns up the temperature, as a Cuban emigre who takes a job at a dance studio run by Kris Kristofferson, who may or may not be his
biological father. The dancing begins as Chayanne teams up with dance instructor Vanessa Williams, and flies into
uncharted territory as the fabulous new duo enters a Latin dance competition in Las Vegas. 126 min. The 2:30 matinee showing of DANCE WITH ME Sunday Nov. 1 is a benefit for The Connecticut US Amateur Ballroom Dancers
Association. ALL SEATS FOR THIS SCREENING: $7. For information call 860-296-7147.
Compiled by Christine McCarthy McMprris
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Jack Dollard Exhibit

Dietician in the Med. Office

Opening in the Promenade Gallery at the Bushnell
in early November is a selection of works spanning
thrity years by Hartford resident and well-known architect, Jack Dollard.
The exhibit will offer the public an opportunity to
get to know the less visible Dollard, a man who has quietly recorded his travels, his acquaintances, his surroundings, and his many impbressions in paint and
other media for the past 30 years.
A public reception will be held on Thursday, November 5 from 4:30 - 6:15 pm. It is free and open to the public.
Please call Mary Kramer at The Bushnell at 987-6041
for more information.

Due to popular demand, the Dietician, Joyce O'Dea,
will have additional time in the Medical Office on
Wednesday, Oct. 28,1998 from 9:00 a.m. -12:00 p.m.
Also, there are some openings on a few Fridays before Thansgiving Break.
Please call Ext. 2018 to arrange an appointment to
discuss your dietary issues with her

Candlelight Service

Irish Poetry Fall Readings
The "Irish Poetry Fall Readings: Voices of a New Generation" will becoming to the UConn Co-op early this
November.
On Monday, November 2, at 4:00 pm, Garan Carson,
author of The Irishfor No and Belfast Confetti, will read
from his new volume, The Twelfth of Never.
On Friday, Novemeber 6, at 4:00 pm, Catherine Phil
McCarthy, author of This Hour of Tide, will read from
her new book, The Blue Globe.
These readings are sponsored by the English Department, the Co-op, and the Irish Studies Alliance at the
University of Connecticut, Storrs.

Biology Seminar
"Sunlight, Melanin and the risk of
Melanoma"

At 12:00 noon on Friday, October 30th, there will be
a candlelight service in the Chapel of praying for all
those who have passed away in our extended family at
Trinity.
A candle will be lit for every name we receive and
every person prayed for will be prayed for by name. If
you would like to remember someone special this year,
please just send the Chapel their name(s).
You can send them directly to the Chapel through
email, or call Donna at ex. 2012. Please also give us the
pronunciation.
Persons of all religious traditions are welcome and encouraged to respond. The prayers on October 30th will
be respectful of all faiths.

Wednesday, Oct. 28
12:30 pm

Tai Chi Lessons
Friendship Chapel

730 pm

Nazarin
Cinestudio

9:30 pm

Frank Varela Trio
Bistro

10:00 pm

Movie Night
Conspiracy Theory in the Cave

Thursday, Oct. 29
12:15 pm

"A Matter of Perspective: Penelope
and the Nightingale's Lament in
the Odyssey of Homer"
Women's Center

9-30 pm

LiseWaxer's"Salsaficacion"
Bistro

Friday, Oct. 30
7:00 pm

A Town Gone Mad
Tickets $8
Leave Mather at 7 pm

1O.00 pm

Unity Day Party
Vernon Center

10:00 pm

Hall-Oween
St. Anthony's Hall
$10.00

Using the Web When You Write
On Thursday, October 29, in Life Sciences Center 138,
Beverly Wall will conduct a workshop on using the
internet when writing.
Participants willleam what resources for writers are
out there on the Internet. They will also discover how
you can.find and evaluate the best information.
The workshop will introduce major writing tools,
starting points for research, and aids for evaluating the
quality of what you find.

Saturday. Oct. 31
2:00 pm

Pumpkin Picking and Hayride
Leave Mather at 2 pm

7:00 pm

Movie Night
Halloween and Friday the J3th in
McCook Auditorium

Graduate School Fair
The Graduate and Professional School Fair will take
place in the Washington Room on Thursday, October
29,1998 from 5-6:15 pm.
Find out about different options for your future.
Over 60 representatives from different professional
and graduate schools around the world will be available
to discuss your options with you, ,

John M.Pawelek, PhD.
Senior Reasearch Scientist
Yale School of Medicine
Thursday, October 29,1998
415pm
IifeScien«s,CenKr,RoorA.134

Trick or Treat
Call Karenic3510 for info.
10:00 pin '
:

Refreshmants will be served at 3:45 pm In the Life
Sciences Library

\ 77

;;

After DarktfallovyeenFest
Vernon Center :

:"•

Classifieds
How Does $800/Week
Extra Income

Showcase Cinema - 936 Silver Lane

sound to you?

Times are valid though Thursday, October 29
• . ' • Prices $7.25 regular admission, $4.50 matinees before 6:00 pm
For scheduling information, call(860) 568-8810
Antz(PG)

2 screens

Apt Pupil (R)
Beloved (R)
,
Bride of Chucky (R)

2 screens

Halloween H2O(R)
Pleasantville(PG13)
Practical Magic (PG13)
Rush Hour (PG13)

2 screens

Soldier (R)

2 screens

Amazingly profitable opportunity.
Send self-addressed stamped
enevelope to:

1255,3:00,5:00,6:55,9:00,11:00
1:30,335,5:30
12:30,2:50,5:25,7:45,10:05,12:10
•1:00,4:30,8:00
12:35,2:40,4:45,7:15,9:20,11:20
135,3:45,7:55,10:00,11:50
7:40,9:40,11:35
1:15,4:00,7:10,9:50,12:15
12:50,3:05,5:15,7:30,10:10,12:20
12:45,2:55,5:10,7:20,9:30,11:30
1:20,3:35,5:40,7:50,10:05,12:05
1:00,3:10,5:20,7:30,9:45,11:45
1:30,3:40,5:50,8:00,10:15,12:20
1:25,4:40,7:25,9:55,12:10
1:05,4:10,7;05,935,11:55

Something About Mary (R)
What Dreams May Come (PG13)

International
1375 Coney Island
Brooklyn, NY 11230

SPRING BREAK
Cancun, Florida, etc.
Best Hotels, Parties, Prices. Book
Early and Save!!!!.'
Earn Money and Free Trips!
Campus Reps/Organizations Wanted.
T^
'.-...• ':".-••••.; ••;.:. • • " •• '-K - i v ; • ';••: ; A H

The d e b a t e : : y ^ i i

a r e e n c o m a g e d t o a t t e n d a n d c o n t r i b u t e .
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Inter-Campus Progi'ams 1-800-327-6013
wivw.icpt.com

Breto's Pizza
(860) 278-4334 /

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT
Free Delivery
Open Late
(860) 278-4527 Hours: Sunday-Thursday 11 a.m.-3 a.m.
Friday-Saturday 11 a.m.-4 a.m.

24 New Britain Avenue, Hartford, CT
"The Best Pizza in Hartford"

We Deliver a Full Line of Cigarettes, Garcia, and Phillies

Breto's Pizza
Small (12M)
$5.00
Large (16")
$8.00
Sheet (18x24"). $15.00

Topping
Topping
Topping

W E ACCEPT
$.50
$100
$2.50

Specialty
Hawaiian Pizza

Served with Cheese, Ham and Pineapple

White Veggie Design
Cajun Shrimp Pie
Max's Preferred
Hot for the Heart

$8.00 Plenty for two!
"*"

Deep Spinach Pie Pizza

$8.50 / 12.50

An extra thick crust pie filled with a generous layer of lightly spiced
spinach mixed in ricotta cheese with garlic, tomatoes and mushrooms
covered with mozzarella.

Sides & Salads
Maricoppi Bread

$3.50

A large loaf of garlic bread seasoned lightly with creamy garlic butter
and herbs. A light blue cheese spread is optional.

French Fries
$1.50
Onion Rings
$2.80
Mozzarella Sticks (8 pcs.)
$4.50
Hamburger
$2.25
w/fries.
$3.50
Cheeseburger
.$2.50
w/fries
$3.80
Fish & Chips . .
$7.50
Half Chicken (w/salad, fries & garlic bread) $6.95
Buffalo Wings (w/blue cheese)
.*
$4.95
Chef Salad . . . .
.
$6.00
Greek Salad. . . ,
$6.00
Tuna Salad
$6.00
Antipasto
$ 6.00
Tossed Salad
$4.00
Caesar Salad
$5.00

2 LARGE PIZZAS

taa BIM

J Cheese + 1 Topping + 2 Liter i
Soda $10.00 tax incl.
I
278-4334
!

,A

WINGS

Cheese + 1 Topping + 2 Liter
$16.95 tax incl.
278-4334

Fries + Bread + Salad
$6.50 tax incl.
278-4334

CALZONE

GYRO

Cheese + 1 Topping
$5.50 tax incl.

Fries + Can of Soda
$5.00 tax incl.
278-4334

k - . « ™ « 7 i" 4 « 3 i. — — i

"I

SMALL PIZZA
3 Topping + 1 Liter Soda
$7.00 tax iricl.
278-4334

$8.00 /12.00 / 23.00

Onions, peppers, chili peppers, olives, mushrooms, sour cream, tortilla
and mozzarella cheese.

Whole
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$6.00
$6.25
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$6.25
$6.25
$6.25
$6.25
$6.25
$6.25
$6.25
$6.25
$4.95
. $5.50

" ^ **" *

$8.50 /12.50 / 22.00

Olive oil, fresh garlic, sun-dried tomatoes and scallions with a touch of
lemon over mozzarella cheese.

GRINDERS & SUBS

•

$10.00 /15.00 /30.00

Fresh tomatoes and mushrooms tossed with plump cajun style barbecued
shrimp and mozzarella cheese.

Spaghetti w/meatball, sausage, shrimp
$7.50
Eggplant Parmesan
'
$6.50
Shells
.
.
,. .$5.00
Shells w/meatball, sausage, shrimp
$7.50
Ravioli, Meat or Cheese.'
. ^
----<c
$6-50
$6 50
Stuffed
Shells
/ r LraerKtUBi
w I T T J P P N\
•kit
• 1L !
/
*/-en
Marucotti
I
~ ,. ~
, \
$6.50
T
1 Garlic Bread
*„,.,.
Lasagna
A
,„ , ,
/ . . . . $7.50
m,- i T>
V N and Salad
/
I__ n
Chicken Parmesan
•* -^
^ ^ '
$7.5.0
Veal Parmesan
T^TrrrrrT^.
$7.50
Calzone.
$6.00 ($.75 per item)
Baked Z i t i . .
$5.00

aa

$8.50 /12.50 /22.00

A thin layer ofsauteed garlic and olive oil covered with ricotta mozzarella, fresh tomatoes, fresh mushrooms, spinach, broccoli, etc.

SPECIALTIES DINNERS

mm

$8.50 /15.50 / 22.00

Ricotta and mozzarella, fresh mushrooms, spinach, broccoli, fresh tomatoes, etc.

Bacon
Hamburger
Mozzarella
Pepperoni
Ham
Sausage
Anchovies
Olives
Broccoli
Onions
•MusTtifpoms
Pineapple
Eggplant
Tomato
Hot Peppers
Ricotta
Peppers
Fresh Garlic
Sun Dried Tbiriatos
Always•—Extra Cheese No Charge

GIANT OVERFLOWING SUB

Lg. / Sheet

$6.00 /10.00 /20.00

Red Veggie Design

PIZZA TOPPINGS

Half
BLT
$4.25
Meatball
$4.25
Cooked Salami
$4.25
Genoa Salami
$4.25
Pepperoni. . . ; . . . . .
, $4.25
Tuna.....
$4.25
Hamburger
$4.50
Cheeseburger
$4.75 ;
Ham & C h e e s e . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
$4.25
Sausage
$4.25
Veggie
$4.25
Eggplant
;
$4.25
Italian
$4.95
Roast Beef
$4.95
Turkey
$4.95
Veal
$4.95
Turkey & Bacon
$4.95
$4.95
Chicken Parmigiana
Pastrami,
^ $4.95
$4.95.
Steak & Cheese
Gyro (Steak & Cheese, Chicken or Lamb & Meat)
w/fries

Pizzas

5m. /

Special Meat Dough.... Sm. $10.00 Lg. $15.00

VISA

.

na HUB a n MUM UUUI a m nm warn not n i asm tS
DS nm nm • §

H H u n a m iimn Mmi nn» mil

\2 WHOLE GRINDERS!

BUY 1 DINNER

Only
$10.95 tax incl.
278-4334

Get 2nd at 1/2 Price
Free Salad and Garlic Bread
278-4334

I.
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Expansion Teams: Pimples Of Professional Sports
we're stuck with them. Instead of seeing
team slogans like the Yankees who have
Sports Writer
earned and adopted the slogan of
"America's Team", these expansion teams
The Raptors. The Mighty Ducks. The will adopt the slogan made famous by
Mutiny. The Devil Rays. The Predators. Cosmo Kramer of "Look away! I'm hidNo, this isn't the WB's new fall lineup for eous!".
For the sports fans who are reading
Saturday morning cartoons. Believe it or
not, these are the names of professional this article and still haven't figured out
what an expansion team actually is, here
sports teams. Swear to God.
Let's face it, if I had slipped in The is a brief definition: An expansion sports
Power Rangers or even The Teenage Mu- team is simply a newly established team
tant Ninja Turtles, you probably would which joins an already organized sport.
have just assumed that the producers at The purpose of creating expansion
the WB are just really uncreative in nam- teams is to create growth of the sport by
ing their new kids cartoons. Now, this broadening the "reach" of that particumay seem like an insignificant, superf lu- lar sport to people across the country
who aren't familiar with the sport. Expansion teams also serve as big economic benefits not only to the sport in
general but to the specif ic cities they call
home. This occurs through all the
money generated by the building of stadiums and the many other benefits that
come along with drawing people into the
ous or even stupid subject to write about. city who before wouldn't have any reaBut I have a feeling that I'm not alone in son to go in.
my feeling of annoyance and embarrassExpansion teams extend the geoment when I say, "are you kidding me?!". graphical boundaries for any sport by
To those people who haven't been fol- bringing that sport to cities that before
lowing American sports in the past five never had teams. This allows people to
or six years, let me clue you in on what have their own team to watch at their
has been going on. Basically, back in the own ballpark or arena, and to have their
early part of the decade, expansion own team to follow throughout each seateams have been popping up in all son instead of having to root for a team
realms of the American sports world al- that may be located in a city two states
most as fast as pimples popping up on a away.
14-year old boy's face. And like those
A good example of this effect is the
pimples, these expansion teams have people of Colorado, who just acquired
blemished the face of sports and turned their own baseball team a few years ago,
the once clear, soft and respectable im- the Rockies. Before Colorado got the
age of American sports into a disgusting, Rockies, all the Rocky Mountain little
red-from-irritation, mountain range of leaguers were probably forced to root for
embarrassment. And unlike the 14-year a team in Texas or St. Louis which also
old boy's face, which with a few years makes going to see their team play intime and a few million Oxy pads will stead of watching them on television,
.. most-likely be cleared up, these.expan?,, —Mirtually.,iin,possibleunlessthey want to
sion teams will remain ernbarrassing " drive a fe\v hundred miles. So, I say bring
and hideous craters on the history of on the expansion teams. It's good for the
sports forever.
game. I approve. What I don't approve
Like it or not, unless someone invents of is the absurdly, ridiculously, dumb
the world's biggest tube of Clearasil to names the expansion teams choose.
clean out teams such as The Mighty
The root of the problem of these team
Ducks or The Raptors from the once names can be found fairly easily. It's the
clear pores of America's major sports, owners of the teams who typically are
BY COLIN RUANE

responsible for the decision to name their
team. For example, when Disney decided to buy their own hockey and basketball teams and locate them in the
same cities as Disneyland and
Disney world, the American sports world
was introduced to the Anaheim Mighty
Ducks (based on the successful Disney
flick, starring Emilio Estevezas a youth
hockey coach who magically takes a
team of talent-less punks to the league
championship) and the Orlando Magic.
Whenever I watch Anaheim play 1 can't
help but wait for them to break out the
infamous "Flying-V" and go down the ice
like a flock of ducks. I don't know exactly if this move by Disney was an attempt to target the 10 years old and
under population of Florida in order to
draw them to hockey and basketball
games, increasing ticket sales and profits. But in my opinion, they disgraced
professional sports in general.
Anaheim has some of the most talented hockey players from all over the
world, who have dedicated their lives to
playing the one sport they've probably
been playing their whole lives. And once
those players finally reach their dream
of playing in NHL and they get the
chance to play against and with the best
of the best, they're forced to wear a purple
uniform with a cartoon duck on the
front? It's humiliating to the athletes.
Imagine being a player on the Mighty
Ducks. You're playing one of the roughest and most violent sports around,
you've broken your nose 6 times, you've
got three teeth left and each night you
go out on the ice only to get your butt
kicked by 5 other huge guys who want
to tear you apart. And you are a Duck.
Not a Bruin or a Blackhawk or a Ranger.
You're a purple Duck. You've dropped the
"Mighty" because you find it too humiliating to tell people you're a "Mighty"
. DucJ? because you know there is no such
thing. Evert1 when you write home to
your mom in Russia, you lie and tell her
you play for the Flyers just because you
don't want her to know that you're a
Duck. All you can remember is the
phrase, "like a sitting duck" and wonder
how the owner of the team could put you
through this complete humiliation.

You're free time in the locker room is
spent dreaming of the day when you're
contract is up so you can become a free
agent, and hopefully be picked up by
some team named something respectable like the Stars. Sometimes you intentionally do bad just in the hope that
you'll get traded.
Whatever happened to respectable,
cool names like the Yankees or the Red
Sox or the Cubs? They don't sound like
they were thought up by a bunch of fifth
graders. It seems as though the teams
today hold their own essay contests and
go to local elementary schools asking the
question, "If you owned a professional
sports team, what would you call it and
why?" I wouldn't be surprised if some

third grade kid is responsible for naming the Toronto Raptors. He probably
wrote, "I would name my team the Raptors because it was my favorite dinosaur
in Jurassic Park, because it ate all those
bad guys and spits a lot".
Have we run out of clever, yet respectable names for our sports teams? I seriously hope not. The next thing you
know, some business man will decide to
put a team in Hartford and we'll all be
rooting for the Hartford Hallmonkors.
Did you hear that Shaquille O'Neal is
being traded from the Lakers? Yeah. He's
going to become a Tennessee Tickle-MeElmo. Sure, that's sounds right. Let's have
a man who stands at a towering 7' 1"
weighing in at 303 pounds of solid
muscle, and is known as one of the most
dominating centers in the game of basketball, put on a uniform with a picture
of a red, fluffy stuffed animal who
giggles whenever you tickle hisstomach.
Don't rule anything out sports fans, I
wouldn't be surprised if it happened.
The millennium is only two years away
and there are a lot more stupid team
names out there, we just have to wait for
some incredibly pompous owner to
think them up. Or some third grader
with a great imagination.
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Men Ruggers Falter, Look Toward Promising Future
BY SCOTT ROUSSEAU
!

Sports Writer

The Trinity rugby team
ended their season with passion
and pride. Although they lost
their last two games, the men
ruggers fought until the final
whistles were blown and
walked off the field with their
heads held high.
The previous weekend, the
team travelled to the Coast
Guard Academy looking for a
win against a strong opposing
team. The ruggers woke up Saturday morning with high expectations, lively team spirit,
and the meannessof a provoked
pitbul.
Trinity stepped onto the field
before the opposition had even
arrived. The referee blew his
whistle and Coast Guard capitalized on the first five minutes
by scoring a quick try. Trinity
dominated the next 40 minutes
of play.
The forwards overpowered
the rucks and mauls and the
backs muscled past the gain
line every play as Trinity proved
they were a force to be reckoned
with. Flanker Brad Loberg '00,
scored the first try for the Bantams on a "heads-up" penalty
call as he broke through ;Coast
Guard's goal line defense. Scott
Rousseau '99 kicked to goal on
the following penalty calli as the
Bantams took the lead. '
Trinity looked tough as they
pushed
through
the
opposition's pack by winning

the scrum downs and line outs.
The ball was spun out to the
backline where the team displayed finesse, agility and
strength that resulted in a beautiful score by winger, Jamie
McClouski'01. The next fry was

dug down deep as the ruggers
continued to play with passion
and desire. The last score for
Trinity during the first half was
by Brad Loberg '00, who ran
through the opposition and
slammed the ball in Coast

the first 45 minutes of play.
The second half was a disappointment. Trinity displayed a
weak defense as Coast Guard
scored 26 unanswered points
against a team that seemed unstoppable. "Our team looked the

The final score of the game
was 40-27 and Trinity walked
off the field with the feeling of
confusion and frustration.
This past Saturday, Trinity
faced one of the best teams in
the league. The Bantam
Ruggers played Central Connecticut at home and the teams
were gridlocked for the first 20
minutes of play. Central was
then able score a try on a questionable lineout call, but Trinity
came back with two penalty
kicks by Scott Rousseau. The
first half ended with Trinity
winning by 1. point in a 6-5
game.
Thesecond half looked similar to the first with twenty more
minutes of solid play resulting
in many hard tackles, but no
scores. Soon thereafter, Central
scored a try which bumped up
the score, 12-6. Trinity played
tough, and had many powerful
drives pushing the opponents
back inside of their 22 meter
mark. However, their opponents proved to be just too much
for them on this day, as Central
displayed a strong defense until
the final whistle blew.
Trinity may have suffered the
slings and arrows of a tough
season, but they have absolutely
nothing to hang their heads
about. With post-season and
KATIE BRYANT
pre-season practices looming in
The Bantam Ruggers Huddle In A Recent Match.
the very near future, the men
scored by 8-man, Matt Guard's try zone.
best we've looked all season in ruggers look forward to the best
Wikstrom '01, on a powerful
Minutes, before the first half the first half of play. The follow- potential season Trinity has
run "off the back" as he muscled ended, Coast Guard slipped a ,ing 45 minutes were simply seen in over 5 years, Keep an eye ,
through Coast Guard's defense. try past the Trinity team. Trin- tragic.;." noted Senior flanker, out for the Trinity Men's Rugby
Again on the attack, Trinity ity remained on top 27-14 after A n d r e w R e i l l y . ...••'.•; ,
squad in the months to come.

Upcoming Home Games:
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 4
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Got To Keep On Ruck'n
enced three unexpected, disappointing
defeats, their spirit still stands strong.
"With the move up to the new division,
we have experienced a step up in the
level of our competitors play. We have
learned a lot from all of our matches this
season, and are using this new knowledge to improve the level of our play. We
are also really excited by the play of all
of our new rookies. They have truly
proved themselves as strong and valuable members of the team." says forward
Kimmy Clark '00.
The team is still working hard and
looks forward to their next match this
weekend, October 31, in Burlington, VT
where they will face off against St.
Michael's College.

BY CASEY SAVAGE

Sports Writer

After a jam-packed reading week, the
female Bantams found themselves disappointed after Springfield cancelled this
past weekend's game. Last year the
match verses Springfield proved to be
victorious for the lady ruggers,.and the
team was looking forward to a good
match this year. Although the squad was
let down by the missed game, it provided
time for a well needed rest.
Over reading week the team was certainly active. With three matches, two of
which were on the road, the lady Bantams kept themselves busy. On October
10, when most of the campus was relaxing with the knowledge of the carefree
week ahead of them, the team travelled
to Williamstown, Massachusetts where
they took on the lady Ephs. Unfortunately, even with the strong play of the
team, the game ended in Williams favor.
After a day of recuperation, the team
continued from page twenty-four
began a week of intensive practice in tions with the help of sweeper Katie Rieg
preparation for the upcoming weekend. '00. Rieg's solid defensive play kept the
On October 17, the team faced off ball out of Trinity's circle for most of the
against the visiting Stonehill College game and continually fed the offense
squad. With the duel play of both the A who was off to a slow start.
and B sides, Trinity faced another disapIn the second half Trinity maintained
pointing outcome. What the Scoreboard better control of the ball in the midfield
didn't show was the remarkable play of thanks to the consistent play of Scarlet,
new comer Leah Obias 01'. With her fast Flaman, and Barkley Kinkead '99, and
play and quick hands she scored heffirst though they put serious pressure on the
Tri of the season, while helping the Ban- Bowdoin defense, they could not score
tams put up a strong fight.
again. With eight minutes remaining,
On October 18, the team reconvened the Bowdoin offense punched one more
at 5:00 am and travelled to their second goal in off a rebound from a save by Mardestination of the week to face off tin.
against the female ruggers of Norwich
Trinity, maintaining one of the best
Academy. After a frustrating game, the records in their league at 10-1, will readBantams returned home with a defeat. just their game for turf play when they
Again the team was complemented by face tough league competition at Keene
the play of another outstanding new State on Tuesday night and will finish
comer, Eileen Garrity 02' as well captain their season at home against Middlebury
Sue Kamelion' 99. • '
this Saturday Come out and support the
Even though the team has experi- squad.

Starting
New Streak

Football Drops Two
continued from page twenty-four
throughout the first two quarters of play,
the Polar Bears' offense came out of the
locker room ready to play in the second
half.
Using a quarterback sneak against the
Trinity defense, Bowdoin's quarterback
ran the ball in 17 yards to increase the
score to 10-0 in the third quarter. Soon
after, the pressing Bowdoin defense intercepted a pass from Wysocki which set
the Polar Bear offense up to make a short
run into the end zone to make it 16-0 after Bowdoin failed to complete an extra
point attempt: With no response from.
the Trinity offense, Bowdoin successfully
kicked an impressive field goal from
mid-field to give them the final score of
the game, 19-0.
For the Bantam defensejeff Iudice '00
and Dak Phelps '00 helped to try and
control the Polar Bear offense with a total of 18 tackles, while Seanjoyce '00 was
responsible for a-key interception that

Trinity couldn't take advantage of during the game. As for the offense J.R Faget
kept up his impressive rushing performance this season by totalling 101 yards
at the end of the game. As did Wysocki,
who played an impressive game for being thrown into his first starting game
mid-season, completing about half of his
passes while lacking complete protection from his linemen, being sacked 6
times throughout the game.
:
The Bantams drop to 2-3 after being
shut out by Bowdoin, and they now prepare for their next match-up against
Middlebury next week on Halloween
Day. The pressure will be on to see if the
Bantams can shake this pre-Halloween
losing curse in front of a much larger audience, because the Middlebury game is
being televised live by NESN. If there's
one time to begin a winning-streak, it's
most certainly in front of a television audience. Who cares if 15 people are
watching?
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Crew Performs At
Charles, Schuykill
>"**- BY KATIE KURZ

Senior Editor
In the past three weekends Trinity
Crew has competed in three head races
throughout the Northeast. The boats
went up against some extremely challenging crews and performed solidly.
The race course is typically a three mile
long course where the boats are staggerstarted and compete for the best possible
time down the course.
The first Sunday of Reading Week the
crew drove down to Middletown to race
in the Head of the Connecticut Regatta
on Wesleyan University's home waters.
The Men's Lightweight Eight captured
the bronze with a time of 17:26.06, just
51 seconds off the first place mark; Jennifer Clark '02 is the coxswain for this
boat while Barrett Bijur '01 strokes the
boat followed by Etienne LeBailley '99,
Andrew Battle '99, Bob Deegan '99, John
Mansfield '01, Colin McAllister '00, Andy
Copleman '01 and Steve Colgate '99. The
Men's Heavyweight Eight placed fourth
in this race. It was a tough place to come
in when they were just a mere six seconds off the gold medal boat. Spencer
Schulten '01 coaxed the boat, while
Fernando Borghese '01 stroked the boat
followed by Gus Poole '00, Evan Remley
'99, Doug Carlson '01, George Hutton '01,
Leo Anguillo '01/Pete Mantius '99, Reed
Wilmerding '01, and Dwight Pringle '99.
The two women's boats competed in
the same heat; the varsity boat (Beth
Bronzino '99, Emma Uehlein '99,
Kathleen Fulton '99, Jocelyn Jones '99,
Karyn Meyer '99, Bryna McConarty '99,
Isaac Bohannon '00, Kelly Johnson '00,
and Alison Odell '99) placed ninth out
of 36 crews with a time of 1951.39, just
38 seconds off the first place. TheJV boat
(Selma Gaya '02, Katie Kurz '99, Amy
Cox '01, Shana Grannan '01, Liisa Jackson '01, Susanna Kise '01, Elisabeth
Healey '00, Caroline No'nna '00 and
Vanessa Parker-Geisman '01) placed seventeenth, only thirty seconds behind the
varsity boat.
Two weekends ago, the world of rowing congregated on the Charles River in
Boston, Massachusetts for the two day,
internationally known Head of- the
Charles Regatta. The weather was absolutely spectacular on both days. This
course is 2,7 miles long, starting at the
Boston University boathouse and ending

shortly after the Belmont Hills boathouse. The women competed in the
Women's CI.ub Eight competition on Saturday; there were 72 crews registered in
this race. The varsity boat placed fifteenth with a time of 18:26.75, thirtyeight seconds off the University of Iowa
who won the gold. TheJV boat coaxed
by Emily Queen '01 place 47 out of 72
crews with a time of 19:22.99.
The men raced on Sunday in the
Championship competitions. The men
went up against the best rowers in the
world and for that reason they had a difficult time placing well. The crews were
extremely fast; the winner of the Lightweight Eight was the Canadian team
with an impressive time of 14:27.54.
Trinity's men placed 24 out of 28 with a
time of 16:30.31.
The Heavyweight Eight faced a similar situation; the US Men's National Team
claimed the gold while Trinity placed
fortieth out of 45 boats with a time of
16:07.13.
This past weekend the weather continued to hold out for the crew with a few
more days of this Indian Summer making conditions ideal down in Philadelphia for the Head of the Schuykill
Regatta. The team travelled to Philadelphia on Friday night and raced Saturday
afternoon. TheJV women's boat was the
first to compete and did surprisingly
well, placing tenth out of thirty-four
crews. They finished with a time just 59
seconds short of first place won by University of William and Mary. TheJV's
time of 16:21.79 was actually thirty seconds faster than the Women's Varsity
boat. The Varsity boat placed fourteenth
of twenty-one boats in the Women's
Championship Eight competition with
a time of 16:42.33.
The Heavyweight Eight completed the
race in 14:08.60 placing them fourteenth
out of twenty-one crews. The Lightweight Eight raced and came in twelfth
with a time of 14:09.80 out of seventeen
crews total.
The competitive fall season flew by for
the crew and they will now spend the
next two weeks enjoying what little nice
weather remains of autumn before they
are forced-to move inside for winter
training. The crew anxiously awaits the
spring season with Georgia, California
and England on their mind, all sites of
prestigious rowing events for the team in
.1999.
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Volleyball Hovers Above .500 Swinging Season's End
BY JEN GERARD

Sports Writer

Trinity's volleyball team has
had its fair share of battles in
this tumultuous season. The
upsand downs never cease, and
yet the team pushes forward
with great optimism. The Bantams have faced a number of
opponents with older and
stronger teams, and yet, the
Lady Bantams never seem to get
intimidated. Currently, their
record stands at 15-14, and with
only one more tournament left
in the season, the Bantams still
have a shot.
October 6, the Bantams lost to
Amherst. The Lord Jeffs sit at
the top of the NESCAC, but this
loss would only make Trinity
tougher.
On October 14 the Bantams
traveled to Western Connecticut State University to face the
Colonials. Trinity knew that following the loss at Amherst, a
win was crucial. The Bantams
entered the match with genuine
focus and determination.
Freshmen Natasha Wilson and
Beth Landry put the Colonials
in their place with outstanding
performances. Wilson had 30
assists and 7 digs, while Landry
had 7 kills and 11 digs. The Bantams took Western Connecticut
in a 3-1 win.
On October 17 Trinity hit the
STUDY IN

OXFORD
live with British
students in the very
center of Oxford
as an Associate
Student of a medieval
Oxford college.

more Megan Konieczny earned
All-Tournament honors, while
raising the record to 15-14.
Leach said about her honors, "In
all honesty, I didn't know who
would make the All-Tournament team because over half of
the team deserved that honor."
Everyone on the team contributed at Coast Guard, from starters to players off the bench.
Amalia Greenberg '01 has
stepped into the right side position and has done a fabulous job.
With these wins, they are looking at a possible sixth seed in the
NESCAC Tournament.
The ups and
The Bantams are entering the
downs never
NESCAC Tournament on a high
cease, and yet
note. This is the big time. On
November 6-7, all of the
the team pushes
NESCAC will convene at Colby
forward...
to determine who will go to the
NCAA
tournament. Trinity is
first home game since Clark on
October! With the home court in the position to win the Touradvantage and history on their nament and is geared towards
side, the Bantams looked for- the post season. If they earn the
ward to another win against sixth seed that puts the squad
Conn College. Everyone on the where they left off last season
team was granted playing time, with a sixth place finish at
and each player added to the Tufts. If every member of the
game. Once again Natasha Wil- team continues to contribute
son wowed the crowd with 14 and push towards the champi- Sarah Maloney '99 helps the Bantams
KATIE BRYANT
digs and 19 assists. The Ban- onship, post season is in the overpower the competition.
tams left Conn stunned with a near future for the Bantams.
The number 2 doubles team of
Freshman Kristen Hagan com3-0 win.
BY CAROLINE HUGHES
Polsen and tri-captain Erica
mented on the success of the
Finally, this last weekend, team, "Each person's personal
Sports Writer
Mann '99 drew a tough first
when all others were at a loss, assets have made the team click,
round opponent in Amherst.
the volleyball team swept the and everyone is looking forward
The Trinity Women's Tennis However, they played to their
Coast Guard Tournament with to competing at NESCAC."
Team's season is finally over af- fullest potential before losing 8three straight-set matches. In
ter two months of their finest 4. The Trinity Women's Tennis
looking towards the NESCAC
Captain Harleigh Leach re- play in team history.
Team was pleased with their
Tournament at Colby on No- ferred to ajerry Garcia quote to
1998 season and New Englands
The
team,
led
by
head
coach
vember 6-7, the team needed to sum up the Trinity Bantam volperformance. Although the
Wendy
Bartlett
and
assistants
secure some wins. Not only did leyball team: "You do not merely
team did not finish in the top'
Henry
DePhillips
and
Sherry
Trinity walk away with the want to be considered just the
four as they did last season, they
tournament title by defeating best of the best. You want to be Shea, finished their season with truly feel that they gave every
six
wins
and
three
loses.
The
each team in three games, jun- considered the only one who do
team recently competed in the effort to win and stepped up to
ior Harleigh Leach and sopho- what you do."
New England Women's Inter- the tougher competition in this
......
collegiate Tennis Tournament year's tournament.
at Amherst College and finDuring Reading Week, the
ished 6th out of 25 teams. The women finished up their season
level of play at the tournament competing against two of the
this year was higher than it has top opponents in New England,
road again for the Tufts Tournament. Unfortunately, the tournament results did not show
favor for the Bantams. They
faced Amherst, Bates, and Tufts
and were defeated by all three.
Both, Bates and Tufts, defeated
Trinity 3-0. However, the Bantams managed to take one game
from the Lord Jeffs. Despite the
three losses, the team put forth
a valiant effort against three of
the top teams in the region.
On October 21 Trinity hosted
Connecticut College in their

The Trinity Women's Tennis Team was
pleased with their 1998 season and New
Englands performance.Jhey gave every
effort to win and stepped up to the
tougher competition in this year's
tournament
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ever been since coaches Bartlett Smith and Tufxs. The team travand DePhillips can remember. eled to Smith for one reason: to
The top teams were .Amherst get revenge for being defeated in
and Williams with Amherst the previous season. The
sweeping all but one of the women performed their task
singles flights. Top players for with ease, taking the win, 6-3.
Trinity were singles player and Key winners for Trinity were
tri-captain Sarah Ann Maloney Friedman, Polsen, Hughes,
'99 and the doubles duo of tri- Maloney and the doubles teams
captain Amy Friedman '99 and of Mann and Polsen, and
Caroline Hughes '00. Sarah Hughes and Friedman. The
Maloney, the 3rd seed in the team was content with their
number 6 singles flight ad- win and geared up for one of
vanced to the finals before their toughest opponents, Tufts
dropping to Amherst. Maloney University.
made a valiant effort but was
Unfortunately, Trinity had a
defeated by the number 1 seed tougher time overcoming the
from Amherst, 7-5,0-6,4-6. The Jumbos and lost 7-2. The team
third seeded veteran number 3 did not feel as though they
doubles team of Hughes and played their best for this match.
Friedman advanced to the Number 2 player Johnson and 6
semifinals but was outplayed player Maloney had the only
by the number 1 seed, again two wins of the day, while the
from Amherst, 8-4.
rest of the team put up a great
Insingles play, Erica Johnson fight, with most matches reach'00 and Heidi Polsen '00 played ing three sets. The fall season is
tremendously and advanced to over for the women's tennis
the quarterfinals in the number team but will compete again in
2 and 4 flights respectively. The the spring. The positive attitude
number 1 doubles team of Erica and intensity of the team as a
Johnson and Becky Mate '02 whole made this season sucadvanced to the quarterfinals cessful and enjoyable for the
and.dropped an intense match players, coaches, parents and
to the 3rd seeded Wesleyan duo. fans.

This Week in Sports
Date

27 Oct.
Tues.
28 Oct.
Wed.
29 Oct.
Thurs.
30 Oct.
Fri.
31 Oct.
Sat.

Football

Women's
Soccer

Men's Soccer

@ Wesleyan
2:00

Middlebury
@ 12:00

Middlebury
« 11:00

Women's
Tennis

Field Hockey

Cross Country
(Men and Women)

Volleyball

@ Keene St.
6:00

Middlebury
® 11-00

- Middlebury
@ 11:00

NESCAC Tourney

1 Nov.
Sun.
2Nov
Mon.

@ 10:00 •.

Tripod Trivia
Who is the all-time three-point
leader among active NBA players?
Who holds the record for the most
points in a single NHL game?
Who holds the record for the
most total yards in a single college football game?
Which major league pitcher has the
highest winning percentage of all
time?
Which male tennis star has played in
the most Grand Slam final matches?
Submit Your Answers to Tripod-Sports@mail.trincolledu
The Winner Will Receive A Hefty Reward!

Trinity Sports Etc.
FinalIntramural Results

-NESCAC F O O T B A L L -

Flag Football Championship
TEAM

The Spit 26
H. Goodman 24

Co-ed Soccer Championship
Team Boot 8c Scoot 4
The Balki Bartokomouses 2

WILLIAMS
AMHERST
TUFTS
WESLEYAN
BOWDOIN
COLBY
TRINITY
MIDDLEBURY
BATES
HAMILTON

W" L PF PA
4
4
4
3
2
2
1
0
0

0
1
1
1
2
3
3
4
5
5

183
92
131
190
98
96
54
112
46
106

27
58
95
115
112
88
98
157
155
203
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Field Hockey Win Streak Ends At 24 Games
in stride and Brown scored one
twenty minutes.
The Jumbos were not de- more time with thirteen minSports Writer
feated easily, after punching utes remaining to finish the
one in during the first half, they game 2-1, giving the Bantams a
During Reading Week, Trin- responded with two second half record of 10-0.
An undefeated season was
ity Field Hockey continued goals, making the game much
their 24 game win streak. The tighter than the Bantams would not yet in the books however,
lady Bantams started it off with have liked. Trinity's defense, arid the Bantams 24 game regua 3-0 victory over Smith Col- stood strong however, and the lar season win streak came to an
end this past Saturday with a
lege, led by Na ncy Dwyer '99 (2 game ended at 5-3.
goals) and Whitney Brown '01
(1 goal), followed by wins over
"While we obviously didn't want to lose,
Tufts and Wesleyan. The
1 suppose it's important to get this out of
Bodoin Polar Bears, however,
our system now, before the post-season.
forced the Bantams to put a
number in the "Loss" column
We'll definitely be ready now. Anything
(Something that hasn't ocbut
winning is unacceptable from here on."
curred in almost two years).
- Co-captain Christina Spillios '99
Bantams Dwyer '99, Brown
'01, Camilla Love '99 , and
This past week, the Bantams tough loss against Bowdoin.
Whitney Scarlet'99 have maintained positions on the were challenged by a talented The Polar Bears opened up the
NESCAC leading scorer list Wesleyan team. In the habit of scoring on a break away seven
throughout the season due to scoring easily, the Bantams minutes in. Trinity responded
their aggressive play. Last Sat- were frustrated by the tenacious eight minutes later as Dwyer
urday was no different as the effort of Wesleyan's defense. De- took advantage of a defensive
Bantams opened the game spite numerous shots, after an error, ending the scoring for the
against Tufts, the only other un- early goal by Brown, the Ban- first half.
defeated team at the time, with tams were unable to score again
Freshman keeper Jess Maran offensive explosion that pro- in the first half. With fifteen tin (12 saves) played a solid
duced five first half goals. minutes remaining in the sec- game, facing and saving two
Trinity's offense could do no ond half, Trinity's defense was penalty strokes, and breaking
wrong as Brown (2 goals), taken by surprise when up numerous fast break situaDwyer (1 goal), Love (1 goal) and Wesleyan blasted a shot in off a
see STARTING on page
Katie Watts '00 takes aim at
Kelly Flaman'99 (1 goal) lit up corner. However, the Bantams'
twenty-one
a successful post-season.
the Scoreboard within the first seasoned players took this goal
BY KATE LEONARD
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Trinity Football Loses Two In A Row, Looks To Rebound
many penalties and a lot of time zone.gave Tufts a 17-3 lead over
watching the Jumbos offense. the Bantams.
Sports Writer
celebrating and spiking the ball
Trinity made many attempts
in the Trinity end zone. The to catch up to thejumbos on the
After a 24-14 win against first touchdown of the game Scoreboard, but found themHamilton on October 10, the was scored early in the third selves squashed every time by a
Bantam foo tball squad dropped quarter when ajumbo running dominating Tufts defense. In
two in a row against thejumbos back broke through the Trinity the last few seconds of the third
of Tufts University on October defense and took the ball 52- quarter, the Jumbos drove the
17, and then again against The
Bowdoin Polar Bears on October
24.
Riding high after squeaking
out a win from underneath
Hamilton, the Bantams played
the game with a lot of intensity
out on the field and itseemed as
though that intensity helped
them keep the Scoreboard, even
at 3-3 at the end of the first half.
The two teams seemed to be
playing equally well, and the
first half indicated that this
may be a pretty tight game between thejumbos and Bantams.
After a Tufts kicker made a
35-yard field goal with over 3
minutes remaining in the first
quarter, Trinity held the Jumbo
offense and then evened up the
score with a 29-yard field goal
completed by John Jankowski
'00. Both offensive and defensive lines seemed to match up
and both were putting in abovepar performances. However, The Bantams congratulate each other on a play in a
when the Bantams came back recent game.
out for the second half, they re- yards to the end zone, putting last nail into the Bantams cofalized that simply playing with Tufts up 10-3. Soon after, the
fin when their quarterback ran
intensity can only get you so far, Jumbos struck again, capitalizthe ball in for their final touchwhen the Jumbo offense took ing on a Trinity fumble. The
down
of the game, increasing
charge and stomped over, the Tufts defense forced a fumble on
the
score
to 24-3. And that's
Trinity defense like they were a one of Trinity's running backs
how the score would stand for
bad trapeze act.
and thejumbos were able to run the remainder of the game.
The second half for the Ban- the ball into the Bantams 10Although the Bantams didn't
tams was one filled with two yard line. Then a short pass to a pull this one off against an imfumbles, one interception, too wide receiver open in the end pressive Jumbo football team,
BY COUN RUANE
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the team deserves an 'A', for effort. Unfortunately effort
doesn't always get you the win
and for the Bantams it seems,
that it was the large number of
unneeded penalties and two big
fumbles that contributed to
their loss. Compared to the
Jumbos 7 yards lost to penalties,

KATIE BRYANT

the Bantams had 71. However,
both teams stayed pretty much
equal in many other aspects of
the game (mostly offensive).
Tufts completed 13 first downs
while Trinity completed 14 and
the Bantams beat out thejumbos offense when it came to total gained yards 302 to 228. The
majority of the highlights from

this game came from the offense
whose performance has improved considerably in past
games. Quarterback Liam
McNeilly '00 has stepped up by
improving his completion percentage and J.R Faget '99 was
responsible for seven receptions
in the game and a total of 108
yards.
Overall, even though the Bantams were forced to drop their
winning record of 2-1 after losing to thejumbos, their performance against this Tufts team,
who have established themselves as one of the elite teams
in the NESCAC this year with a
now perfect record of 4-0, was a
respectable loss.
Last week, the Bantams traveled to the cold, desolate, iglooof-a field that is home to the
Bowdoin Polar Bears. The teams
were both breaking even coming into the game, sharing a
record of 2-2 so far in the season.
But as it turns out, the only
things Bowdoin ended up
breaking were Trinity tackles.
With Gregg Wysocki '00 giving fellow quarterback Liam
McNeilly '00 a rest, and playing
in his first varsity appearance
for Trinity, the offenses of both
teams seemed to get to a slow
start in the first half of the game.
Until Bowdoin scored the first
points of the game with a 27yard field goal, giving them a 30 lead which they would hang
on to as the first half came to a
close. Although Wysocki and
his offense put up a good fight
see FOOTBALL on pagetwenty-one

